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ABSTRACT 

The purp()Se of this research was to document individual differences while using a 

specific computer software application and to make recommendations for a new interface 

based on those differences. Differences between users account for a wide range of human 

factors considerations. The individual differences of concern in this research were level of 

computer an..xicty, cognitive style, and method of problem-solving. The research 

hypotheses were: 

1. There is no relationship between level of computer anxiety and cognitive style.

2. There is no relationship between level of compuler anxiety and method of problem
solving for a computer-based task.

3. There is no relationship between cognitive style and method of problem-solving for a
computer-based task.

l.eYel of computer anxiety was documented using the Computer Anxiety Index 

(CAIN). The Myers-Briggs Type (MBTI) Indicator was used to determine cognitive style. 

Method of problem-solving was decided using concurrent verbal protocol analysis. 

Although correlations were weak, trends were present. Participants with 

Introversion (I), Sensing (S). Thinking (T), and Judging (J) preferences demonstrated a 

higher average level of computer an.xiety. They also averaged higher scores on task 

completion and higher percentages of problem-solving time using reading methods. 

Conversely, participants with Extraversion (E), iNtuition (N), Feeling (F). and Perceiving 

(P) preferences had a lower average level of computer anxiety, averaged lower scores on

the tutorial, and avernged a higher percentage of time using non-reading problem-solving 

methods. The researcher made recommendations based on the finding that participants with 

certain preferences read the manual less, which resulted in poorer performance on the· 

tutorial. The recommendations were aimed at bringing small amounts of text to the 

computer screen. This would provide hints needed by participants who tended not to read 

printed manuals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Statement or Problem 

The human factors issues related to computer interfaces have changed. Previously, 

one needed to know a special programming language to communicate with a computer. 

Current software applications use cascading menus and icons that, when selected, 

automatically enter procedures written in a computer language. New interfaces using icons 

have been termed Graphical User Interfaces. The math and language abilities required for 

using earlier interfaces are being replaced by the need for word and object recognition. The 

type of knowledge needed to interface with computers could dictate the type or person who 

excels at using the interface. 

The problem with current research is that conflicting results have been reported for 

an individual's personality type and her interest in computers versus her ability to write 

applications for computers. In "Computer Use and Cognitive Style" by W. Paul Jones, it 

was reported that "Thinking" persons, as identified by a questionnaire, were more likely to 

experiment with a new software application. Also, "Intuitive" persons reported being more 

likely to purchase or borrow hardware or software and more likely to complete a major task 

with a computer (Jones 514-522). However, "The Myers-Briggs Personality Type and Its 

Relationship to Computer Programming" documented that '"Sensing' students performed 

better on programming assignments than 'Intuitive' students and that 'Judging' students 

achieved higher programming averages than 'Perceptive' students" (Bishop-Clark and 

Wheeler 358-370). The discrepancy between Intuitive persons being interested in trying 

new software and their programming performance could have resulted from the fact that 

using computer software required a different "type" of person than that required for writing 

applications. 



Purpose of Research 

The purpose of this research was to document individual differences while using a 

specific computer software application and to make recommendations for a new interface 

based on those differences. Individual diff crences between users can account for a wide 

range of human factors considerations. The recommendations have been derived from Lhe 

relationship between individual differences in computer anxiety, cognitive style, and 

method of problem-solving. 

The study named in the previous section addressed the issues of human-computer 

interface related to computer prognunming. However, the majority of computer users today 

do not have programming experience. A new type of computer user has emerged, and there 

was little literature available which supported or investigated cognitive patterns of these 

new users. Information about individual differences in computer anxiety, cognitive style, 

and method of problem-solving were used to make recommendations for a new computer 

software inter
f

ace. 

Overview 

Level of Compwer Anxiety 

Level of computer anxiety was the first measure of individual differences in 

computer use applied in this research. A pre-test of computer anxiety level was 

administered to each participant Maurer, co-developer of the Computer Anxiety Index, 

defined computer anxiety as, 'The fear or apprehension felt by an individual when using 

computers, or when considering the possibility of computer utilization." 

The basis of computer anxiety is continually changing. Initially, there were fow 

software applications available and most interface with computers was through 

programming languages such as BASIC or PASCAL. Therefore, the level of computer 
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anxiety was heavily dependent on programming ability. With the increase of available 

sortware, a person does not necessarily need to know a progrcllTlm.ing language to use a 

computer. However, anxiety still exists. Results from the study "Teacher Education 

Students and Computers: Prior Computer E.."\perience, Occurrence, and Anxiety" showed 

that "Gender, year, major, and prior experience all had significanl main effects on computer 

anxiety" (Liu, Reed and Phillips 457-467). In this thesis, level of computer anxiety was 

compared to cognitive style, then method of problem-solving, to determine if there was a 

relationship. 

Cognitive Style 

Cognitive style was the second measurement of individual differences that was used 

in this thesis. Participants were asked to complete a second pre-test of cognitive style. 

Cognitive style has been defined by lgbaria and Parasuraman as, " ... the characteristic 

processes used by an individual in the acquisition, analysis, evaluation and interpretation of 

data used in decision making''. Carl Jung developed a theory of cognitive styles that has 

come lo be known as the theory of personality types. These "types" are based on cognitive 

styles. According to Myers & Myers, "Type theory is related to academic achievement, 

aptitude, application, and interest" Personality type is commonly used in schools in an 

attempt to assess individual cognitive styles and determine why all students do not learn the 

same amount in the same situation. The relationship between each participant's cognitive 

style and his level of computer anxiety and method of problem-solving has been 

investigated. 

Method of Problem-.t,olvi11g 

Concurrent verbal protocol analysis was used to document the method of problem

solving used by each participant. Each participant's reaction to mistakes while completing a 
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section from a tutorial for an unfamiliar software application was video taped and analyzed. 

The tutorial was nawed. Therefore. it was impossible to complete the tutorial correctly 

without prior knowledge of the computer application. Ericsson and Simon maintained that, 

"One means frequently used to gain information about the course of the cognitive process is 

to probe the subjects' internal states by verbal methods." This was the final assessment of 

individual differences for this research. 

Ori:anization 

Individual Differences 

Computer Cognitive Style Method of 
Anxiety Problem-solving 

Computer Myers-Briggs Concurrent Verbal 
Amiety Index Type Indicator Protocol 

Analysis 

Measures of Individual Differences 

Recommendations for a New Computer Software Application 
B�ed On Individual Differences 

Fig. 1. Organization 

I 

I 
I I 
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Research Hypotheses 

I. There is no relationship between level of computer anxiety and cognitive style.

2. There is no relationship between level of computer anxiety and method of problem

solving for a computer-based task.

3. There is no relationship between cognitive style and method of problem-solving for

a computer-based task.

DeGoition of Terms and Abbreviations 

1. CAIN (Computer Anxiety Index) - used to measure level of computer anxiety.

2. Cognitive style - " ... the characteristic processes used by an individual in the

acquisition, analysis, evaluation and interpretation of data used in decision making"

(lgbaria and Parasuraman 373-388).

3. Computer anxiety - " ... the fear or apprehension fell by an individual when using

computers, or when considering the possibility of computer utilization" (Simonson,

et al. 247).

4. Computer applications - a computer program designed for a specific task or use

(673+713).

5. Icon - A picture on a screen representing a specific command (American Heritage

College Dictionary)(673+ 713)

6. Introspection - Contemplation of one's own thoughts, feelings and sensations; self

examination ( 673+ 713).

7. MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator) - used to measure cognitive style according to

the psychological types described by Carl Jung.

8. Problem-solving - To work out a correct solution to a problem (American Heritage

College Dictionary)(673+ 713)

9. Protocol analysis - "A varianl of introspection is protocol analysis in which the

eXJX:rimenter or the subject keeps a wrinen or tape-recorded record of his or her



perceived thoughl process. This permanent record can be analyzed for frequency 

counts of certain words, first or last occurrence of a word or behavior, or clusters 

of behavioral patterns" (Schneidennan ). 

Assumptions 

I. IL was assumed that all participants reported their level of computer anxiety to the

best or their ability for this research.

2. It was a�umed that all participants answered all questions on the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator to the best of their ability for this research.

3. lt was assumed that all participants used their natural problem-solving methods for

this research.

4. It was assumed th.at all participants completed the tutorial Lo the best of their ability

for this research.

5. It was assumed that all participant,; had the same amount of previous knowledge

using lnfini-D since it was a requirement that participants had never used the

application.

6 

6. It was assumed that prior experience with a Macintosh computer was not necessary 

since the application was already open and all interaction with the operating system

was not documented.

7. It wac; assumed that the computer application was stable and responded consistently

to all user input.

Limitations 

1. Due to the scope of the research, certain variables were limited. Therefore, the age

or participants was limited to eighteen and above to simplify the approval process

for human tcsti ng.



2. Participants were recruited randomly in the Memorial Union at Arizona State

University. Signs were posted around the sign-in table on the second floor of the

Memorial Union. This wa5 a limitation because everyone on campus did not have

an equal opportunity to participate in this research.

3. The research groups were half female and half male. This limitation was based on

the assumption that recent studies find differing computer anxiety levels between

genders. Having groups that were half female and half male insured that each

gender was equally represented.

4. Participants cannot have used Infini-D previous to this research. If any participants

had used the software before, their ability to complete the tutorial would have been

enhanced.

5. The revision of the manual (appendix A) must be used when repeating this

research. Lesson 1: Building a Simple Model from the Infini-D Tutorial Manual

7 

was used to provide the tasks for the protocol analysis. The tutorial had been altered

from its original printed form. Portions of the computer application had been

updated but the tutorial had not. The researcher added the new icons to the tutorial.

Additional icons were added if they were referred to but not pictured. This was

necessary because the tutorial made reference to descriptions of icons in the User's

Manual. The User's Manual was not provided because it would add too many

variables to the processes of problem-solving. Any further references to the User's

Manual or other sections of the tutorial were also deleted. The revised tutorial has

been included (appendix A) lo aid anyone who wishes to repeat this research.

6. If this research were replicated, it would be imperative to use version 2.6 of lnfini

D since older or newer versions might differ.



REVIEW OF UTERA TURE 

Overview of References 

To begin this research, literature in three general areas was reviewed: literature related 

to quantifying computer anxiety, literature related to quantifying cognitive style, and literature 

relating to quantifying method of problem-solving. As this research progressed, literature 

related to human factors issues of the computer interface was reviewed. The current literature 

review details the most pertinent information found. 

Quantifying Computer Anxiety 

Computer anxiety was used in this research as a measurement of individual differences 

in computer use. Many of the studies that were reviewed attempted to link computer an,x.iety to 

age, gender, and computer experience. These studies were used as a reference for the type of 

computer anxiety test uses, not as an attempt to determine the cause of computer anxiety 

among participants. 

The Effect of Age, Gender, Race, and Prior Experience 011 Computer Anxiety 

"Computer Anxiety: Sex, Race and Age", by Gilroy and Desai tested 270 

undergraduate students using the Oetting Attitudes toward Computers Scale, Form A. 

According to the authors, this test has been extensively validated but the results have not been 

published. Participants were also asked for infonnation regarding sex, age, race, and 

xpcrience with computers and formal courses in computers. The findings indicated, " .. -that 

)C.'>. fonnal course, and experience were significantly predictive of computer anxiety 

p<0.01), with neither race nor age attributing for significant variance" (Gilroy 711-719). 

J::lles with formal course experience had significantly lower anxiety, while females with 

:rmal course and computer experience had significantly lower anxiety (Gilroy 711-719). 
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The study "Teacher Education Students and Computers: Prior Computer Experience, 

Occurrence, and Anxiety" by Lui, Reed, and Phillips tested 914 teacher education students 

with a modified version of Spielberger's Self-Evaluation Questionnaire. The questionnaire 

was a 20-item, 4-point Likert scale. The reliability and validity of the test were not stated. The 

results showed that, "Gender, year, major, and prior experience all had significant main 

effects on computer anxiety" (Liu, Reed and Phillips 457-467). Generally, males without 

prior experience had lower anxiety than females without prior experience. 

The study "Age Differences in Computer Anxiety: The Role of Computer E'\perience, 

Gender and Education" by Dyck and Smither compared 219 subjects 30 years and younger 

from universities and community colleges in central Florida to 203 students 55 years or older 

from the same area who were enrolled in continuing education courses. The tests used were a 

Computer Attitude Scale, Computer Anxiety Scale, a Demographic Questionnaire, and a 

Computer Experience Questionnaire. The Computer Attitude Scale was a 30 item 4-point 

Likert scale with three subscales each consisting of ten questions. The different sections were: 

Computer Anxiety, Computer Confidence, and Computer Liking with alpha coefficients of 

Jr?, .91, and .91, respectively. The Computer Anxiety Scale was a 20 item 5-point Likert 

scale. The scale had a test-retest reliability coefficient of .77 and an internal consistency alpha 

coefficient of .97. This lest was developed to measure computer anxiety in specific situations. 

The Demographics Questionnaire consisted of three questions: year of birth, number of years 

of formal education, and gender. The Computer Experience Questionnaire was a modified 

version of a questionnaire developed by Heinssen, Glass and Knight. It consisted of 14 

questions t

listed. The results showed that the older adults had less anxiety and more positive attitudes 

towards computers than the younger adults tested. In both groups, those with more computer 

experience had less computer anxiety. Finally, results proved that, "No gender differences 



were found for computer anxiety or computer attitude when computer experience was 

controlled" (Dyck and Smither 239-248). 

The Effect of Formal Computer Instruction 011 Computer A11xie1y 

10 

In the study "Changes in Computer An.xiety in a Required Computer Course" by P-..tivi 

Hakkinen, 29 first-year students of education were tested at lhe beginning and end of a basic 

computer science course. The test consisted of a three-part attitude measurement questionnaire 

originally designed by Rosen, Sears, and Weil (1987). The first part dealt wilh anxiety related 

to computers, the second part dealt with attitudes towards computers, and the third part 

focused on thoughts and feelings related to computers. Each part of the questionnaire 

consisted of 20 questions. The reliability and validity were not reported. After the computer 

science course, students had a reduced level of anxiety and more positive attitudes towards 

new technologies and computers. 

The study "Effects of an Introductory Versus a Content-Specific Computer Course on 

Computer Anxiety and Stages of Concern" by Overbaugh and Reed consisted of 20 graduate 

students enrolled in a 16-week introductory computer course and 15 graduate students 

enrolled in a 16-week content specific computer course, 10 of whom had prior computer 

courses. The population consisted of preservice and inservice teachers who were interested in 

introducing a new technology (computers) into the area they were teaching, either for 

management or instruction of their courses. The subjects were asked to complete a self

evaluation questionnaire about computer anxiety before the treatment. The questionnaire about 

computer anxiety was a modified version of Spiel berger, O'Neill, and Duncan's Self

Evaluation Questionnaire. The original anxiety assessment instrument, a 20-question, 4-point 

Likert-scale instrument designed to reflect how respondents feel, was reworded to evaluate 

computer anxiety. For example, the item "I feel tense" was changed to "I feel tense when I 

work with the computer." The validity of the modified test was established initially by a board 
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of experts. The reliability was shown to be very high with coef
f
icient alpha= .91 and .93, 

respectively, by two tests perfonned by Reed and Palumbo. In both groups, computer anxiety 

decreased significantly after participating in the computer course. 

Ouantif ying Cognitive Stvle 

A review of current literature relating cognitive style to computer use showed that the 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) was the most frequently used. The MBTI measured a 

person's personality based on four scales: Extraversion-Introversion (E-I), Sensation

iNtuition (S-N), Thinking-Feeling (T-F), and Judgment-Perception (J-P) (Carlyn 461-473). 

Assessmellf of Cognitive Style 

In the Manual: A Guide to the Development and Use of the Myers-Briggs Tvpe 

Indicator by Myers and McCaulley, the four scales of the MBTI were defined. 

Extraversion-Introversion (EI): "Extraverts are oriented primarily toward the outer 
world; thus they tend to focus their perception and judgment on people and objects. 
Introverts are oriented primarily toward the inner world; thus they tend to focus their 
perception and judgment on concepts and ideas." 

Sensing-iNtuition (the "intuition" preference is denoted by "iNtuition" in all Myers
Briggs documentation because it is represented by a "N" when referred to in the 
abbreviation) (SN): "The SN index is designed to reflect a person's preference 
between two opposite ways of sensing (S), which reports observable facts or
happenings through one or more of the five senses; or one may rely more upon the 
less obvious process of iNtuition (N), which reports meanings, relationships and/or 
possibilities that have been worked out beyond the reach of the conscious mind. 

Thinking-Feeling (TF). "The TF index is designed to reflect a person's preference 
between two contrasting ways of judgment A person may rely primarily on thinking 
(T) to decide impersonally on the basis of logical consequences, or a person may rely
on feeling (F) to decide primarily on the basis of personal or social values."

Judgment-Perception (JP). 'The JP index is designed to describe the process a person 
uses primarily in dealing with the outer world, that is, with the cxtraverted part of life. 
A person who prefers judgment (J) has reported a preference for using a judgment 
process (either thinking or feeling) for dealing with the outer world. A person who 
prefers perception (P) has reported a preference for using a perceptive process (either 
S or N) for dealing with the outer world" (Myers and Mccaulley ). 
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Myers and McCaully also included information about administering, scoring, and 

interpreting the MBTI. Correlations between the MBTI and many other tests were reported in 

the chapter on validity. 

Gordon Lawrence's "A Synthesis of Learning Style Research Involving the MBTI" 

pmvided an overview of the MBTI's use in quantifying teaching methods, learning methcxis, 

and academic aptitude. Many of the mentioned studies presented results that could have been 

of interest, but did not directly relate to the issues addressed by this thesis. Two studies 

involving Sensing-iNtuition preferences were discussed in the overview. In a 1971 study by 

Smith and a 1981 study by Hoffman, Waters and Berry, it was shown that 

" ... sensing types showed a significant preference for learning by computer-assisted 
instruction, with Introversion Sensing types prefening it most. Hoff man, Waters and 
Berry found that sensing types completed the CAI portion of the course significantly 
sooner. Intuitive types in their study not only rated the instruction lower, and were 
slower at completing it, but they were also dropping out at a disproportionately hjgh 
rate until the course was changed -- mainly by including more discussion and 
dialogue." 

Lawrence claimed to have been able to locate only one study relating Thinking/Feeling 

preferences to cognitive style. A 1973 study by Carlson and Levy was cited in the overview. 

In that study: 

"Carlson and Levy predicted that Howard University students would differ by type on 
short-term memory tasks. The predictions were supported. Introverts with thinking 
(lT's) were better at remembering digits than Extraverts with Feeling (EF's). On 
memory for faces EF's were better than IT's. Geometric shapes bearing numbers were 
remembered better by IT's, while shapes bearing names were remembered better by 
EF's." 

These studies did not relate directly to computer use, but they highlighted some 

individual differences that could have been associated to various types defined by the Myers

Briggs Type Indicator. 

In Carland & Carland's study, "Cognitive Styles and the Education of Computer 

Information Systems Students," the MBTI was administered to 92 university level computer 

information system students. The classification of students according to personality type was 
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used to determine its impact on the university and the educational process. The dimensions of 

the MBTI were grouped into "cognitive combinations" defined by Keirsey and Bales. The 

groups were Sensing-Perceiving, an individual who negotiated well and was good in a crisis; 

Sensing-Judging, an individual who was a traditionalist or a stabilizer; Intuitive-Feeling, an 

individual who was personal and personable; and Intuitive-Thinking, an individual who was a 

visionist Carland & Carland maintained that the study could not have been generalized outside 

Western Carolina University, where the study took place. However, the authors noted that the 

Sensing-Perceiving students in higher education tended to have the lowest correlation between 

academic ability and grade point average. "They are underachievers. Sensing-Perceiving 

students need physical involvement in learning, hands-on experience, activity and 

competition, and to entertain and be entertained" (Carland and Carland 114-126). 

Cog11i1ive Style and Programming Ability 

ln "The Myers-Briggs Personality Type and Its Relationship to Computer 

Programming", it was suggested that "of the many cognitive style and personality instruments 

that exist, the MBTI should be the basis for cognitive style research in the area of information 

systems" (Bishop-Clark and Wheeler 358-370). In this research, a pilot study of 24 students 

and a follow-up study of 114 students taking an introouctory computer programming course 

were given the MBTl on the first day of class. The results showed that '"Sensing' students 

performed better on programming assignments than •iNtuitive' students and that 'Judging' 

students achieved higher progrn.mming averages than 'Perceptive' students (Bishop-Clark and 

Wheeler 358-370). 
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Cognitive Style and Software Use 

In "Computer Use and Cognitive Style," it was shown that" Using the Myers-Briggs 

Type Indicator to assess cognitive style, this study found a relationship between style 

preferences and selected computer use and attitude variables in a population of university 

students" (Jones 514-522). In this study, 140 students enrolled in upper-division 

undergraduate and graduate courses were administered the MBTI along with a questionnaire 

about computers and the probability of their use. The results showed that two of the four 

cognitive styles associated with the MBTI were related to the level of computer use. Persons 

who had a strong preference for logical and analytical problem-solving, which exemplified a 

''Thinking" person, indicated on the computer use questionnaire as being more likely to 

experiment with a new software application. Persons who had a strong focus on more 

iNtuitive perception reported being more likely to purchase or borrow hardware or software 

and more likely to complete a major task with a computer (Jones 514-522). 

Ouantifving Method of Problem-solving 

Reliability and Validity of Protocol Analysis 

The study, "Understanding and Evaluating Measures of Computer Ability: Making a 

Case for an Alternative Metric" by Robin H. Kay, used verbal protocol analysis as a way to 

evaluate computer ability as a process. Computer ability was dynamic and changed while the 

subjects learned a new software application. Kay maintained that, "Previous researchers have 

developed computer ability measures intended to reflect a student's skill level". Verbal 

protocol analysis provided insight as to the methods of learning or task completion. 

A well-cited book in the area of protocol analysis was, Protocol Analvsis by Ericsson 

and Simon. The authors maintained that, 11 ... concern for the course of the cognitive processes 

has revived interest in finding ways to increase the temporal density of observations so as to 
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reveal intermediate stages of the process. One means frequently used to gain information about 

the course of the cognitive process is to probe the subjects' internal states by verbal methods." 

They offered support for the reliability and validity of this type of research. In a discussion 

about "hard" versus "soft" data the authors argued that new technological advances such as 

video and tape recorders allowed the rnw data to be preserved in "hard" form. 

Fonns of Protocol Analysis 

Software Psychologv by Ben Schneiderman stated that "The simplest form of research 

in software psychology is introspection, in which the experimenters or subjects simply reflect 

on how they write, study and debug applications or how they use terminals. This form of 

organized thinking often produces insights into the programming process or new ideas for 

improved syntax. A variant of introspection is protocol analysis in which the experimenter or 

the subject keeps a written or tape-recorded record of his or her perceived thought process. 

This permanent record can be analyzed for frequency counts of certain words, first or last 

occurrence of a word or behavior, or clusters of behavioral patterns." 

The study by Page and Rahimi "Concurrent and Retrospective VerbaJ Protocols in 

Usability Testing: Is there a value in collecting both?" addressed two forms of verbaJ protocol 

analysis. Concurrent verbal protocol required the subject to verbalize all thoughts while 

completing the specific task. Ericsson and Simon claimed that, " ... cognitive processes are not 

modified by these verbal reporL�, and that task-directed cognitive processes determine what 

information is heeded and verbalized." Retrospective verbal protocol required the subject to 

reflect orally on the task after completing it. Ericsson and Simon maintained that, "A durable 

memory trace is laid down of information heeded successfully while completing the task. Just 

after the task is finished, this trace can be accessed from Short Term Memory (STM), at least 

in part, or retrieved from Long Tenn Memory (LTM) and verbalized. Retrospective reports 

based on information in L TM required an additional process of retrieval that displayed some of 



the same kinds of error and incompleteness Lhat are familiar from experimental research on 

memory." 

Human Factors Issues of the CompuLer Interface 

In Coenitive Aspects of Computer Supported Tasks by Yvonne Waem, individual 

differences and their effect on the design of Human-Computer interfaces were discussed. 

Waem staled that 
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"Another aspect which may nol seem Lo have as much direct bearing on the actual use 
of a computer system. concerns cognitive and learning styles. But since alJ users have 
to start by learning the compuler syslem, individual differences on these counts may 
have some bearing on designing sysLems which are "easy to learn" by different types 
of people". 

Three suggestions are made for designing for individual differences: 

"One way is to let the user define his inter
f

ace himself, so that he could use the kinds 
of commands, symbols or interactions he is used to. This approach calls for a user 
who understands whal he wants to do, and only needs to change the names of the 
known functions. However, this would be impractical when several users collaborate 
in learning a particular system. An apparently attractive research idea, just no, 
involves adapting the system according Lo the user more or less automatically. This 
approach is more difficult than the one just described. It not only requires some 
parapsychological powers on the part of the system designer, who has to predict what 
the user might need, but also requires the system to deLect the important attributes of 
the user to which the system is supposed to adapt. A better idea might therefore be to 
adapt not the system itself but its metacommunication according to the level of 
knowledge of the user. It might be easier to build an 'explanatory shell' to take care of 
differences, than to build a totally new system. Many sysLems incorporate a facility by 
which the user can decide how much help information he wants about system use" 
(Waern 307-320). 

Norman, in his book The Psychology of Menu Selection. descdbed the cognitive flow 

necessary for the human-compuler inlerf ace. He stated that 

"Models of the human-computer interface depend heavily on cognitive psychology. 
The psychological processes of attention, memory, information processing, decision 
making, and problem-solving must be taken into accounL One of the most important 
features in such models is the flow and feedback of infonnation through the inLerfacc. 
The user needs infom1ation from the computer, and the computer cannot function 
without information from the user. A major component of this interaction is the flow 
and control of information. The computer gives information to prompt the user for 
input, and the user supplies input that directs the subsequent operations. Smooth 
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operation requires a timely now of infonnation that is relatively free of error states in 
the machine and in the user." 

Nonnan includes diagrams of interaction and methods for developing hierarchical 

menu structures. He aJso provides guidelines for prototyping and testing menu systems. This 

book will be used as a reference for understanding the requirements for cognitive flow in a 

human-computer interface. 

In A Guide to Usabilitv: Human Factors in Computing. recommendations for screen 

design were discussed (Preece 144). The following recommendations were made in various 

topic areas: 

"Amount of information presented - minimize the total amount of information by 
presenting only what is necessary to the user. 

Grouping of infonnation - techniques for grouping are color coding. graphic borders 
around different groups of infonnation, and highlighting using reverse video or 
brightness. 

Highlighting of infonnation - can be achieved by flashing, reverse video, underlining, 
making the information bolder and brighter, using a color that stands out from the rest 
of the screen. 

Standardization of screen displays - it is important to lay out screens in a way that will 
enable users to know where to find a given piece of information. 

Presentation of text - conventional upper and lower case text can be read about 13 per 
cent more quickly than all upper case, uppercase characters are mo.5t cff ective for items 
that need to attract attention. 

Icons - when designing icons it is important to take into account the context in which 
they are used, the task domain for which they are used, the nature of the underlying 
object that is represented and the extent to which one icon can be discriminated from 
other icons displayed. 

Color - color can be effective for: segmenting a display into separate regions, search 
and detection tasks particularly for inexperienced users, and enhancing the legibility of 
a color symbol against its background. However, color should be used conservatively: 
too many colors clutter up the screen, increasing search times" (Preece 144). 

Other recommendations for the development and testing of computer interfaces were 

iscussed. This book covered all aspects of human-computer interaction from the keyboard to 

the types of technical support needed for various systems. 
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Summary of Reviewed Literal/Ire 

The reviewed literature was primarily in the form of journal articles. Many of the 

books relating to these subjects provided inf onnation that was not consistent with the facets of 

current software applications. The introduction of graphical user interfaces and icons has 

changed the type of computer interfaces currently used. Therefore, artjcles from recently 

released journals were cited because of their coinciding research. However, books were cited 

because the recommendations and guidelines for some of the topic areas have remained 

unchanged. 



MErHOOOLOGY 

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework for this research was derived from the theories set forth 

by Robin H. Kay in his study "Understanding and Evaluating Measures of Computer 

Ability: Making a Case for an Alternative Metric". He maintained that previously 

documented measures of computer skill were invalid. His theory was that, .. A process

centered metric based on actual behaviors and responses is needed if researchers are to 

accurately examine the mechanisms of human-computer interaction in the context of recent 

developments in cognitive science research." 

/11troductio11 

Kay's research divided procedure into two parts. In the first part, the participants 

were required to complete a short questionnaire on, " ... their intentions to use computers, 

affective and cognitive attitudes, sense of control over the computer, and learning style" 

(Kay 270-281). This was followed by a detailed interview about the subjects' 

understanding and use of computer software and an open ended interview about, 

" ... perceptions of how they approached dif
f

erent learning tasks" (Kay 270-281). The 

second part of the study was, ..... to observe the subjects' developmental process of 

learning a new software application" (Kay 270-281). The author accomplished this by a 

process similar to protocol analysis where the subjects were asked to think aloud for 60 

minutes while "learning" the Lotus 1-2-3 software application (Kay 270-281). Unlike 

protocol analysis, the subjects were given hints when they were unable to proceed. Kay 

states that the methodology for the study, although open to possible biases, •• .. .is designed 

to reveal individual differences, if any exist." Reliability and validity of the measures used 

were not included in the description of the study. In the interest of repeatability, the 

researcher investigated different methods for documenting individual differences in 



compuler anx.iely, cognitive style, and method of problem-solving. The search for 

appropriate measures of individual differences for Lhis research was detailed in review of 

literature. The theoretical framework for the development of each testing method chosen 

varied and is outlined separately in the following sections. 

Theoretical Framework/or Developme11t of the Computer Anxiety bulex (CAIN) 
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The CAIN was included as part of the Standardized Test of Computer Literacy 

because it had been demonstrated that cognitive computer competencies were difficult for 

extremely computer anxious students to acquire" (Simonson, et al. 247). The authors 

developed a large number of statements that they believed to represent a person's feelings 

about computers. In a pilot study, they administered the items to two groups. One group 

was computer literate; the other group was not. The authors chose the statements that were 

the best discriminators between the computer literate and non-computer literate subjects. 

They then produced a revised version of the Index and tested it to produce the current 

version of the Index (Simonson, et al. 247). The CAIN was used in conjunction with the 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator to determine if there was a correlation between level of 

computer anxiety and cognitive style. 

Theoretical Framework/or Development ojthe Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) 

The theoretical framework for the MBTI was based on Carl Jung's theory of 

personality types. The MBTI \Vas developed to measure the variables of Jung's personality 

types. According to Marcia Carlyn in "An Assessment of the Myers-Briggs Type 

Indicator", the underlying assumption was that everyone had a natural preference for one or 

the other pole of each of the four indices. The indices were defined as the following. The 

Extravert-Inlrovert was designed to measure the person's preferred orientation to life. 

Extraverts oriented themselves to the outer world of objects, people, and action. Introverts 
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tended to concentrate on the world within and often detached themselves from the outer 

world. The Sensing-INtuilion index was designed to measure the person's preferred way 

of perceiving things. Sensing persons acquired information concretely through their five 

senses. iNtuitive persons liked to deal with abstractions. The Thinking-Feeling index was 

designed to measure a person's preferred way of making decisions. Thinking persons 

relied on logic, order, and analysis. Conversely, feeling persons analyzed subjective 

impressions and based their judgments on personaJ values. The Judging-Perceptive index 

was designed to measure the person's preferred way of dealing with the outside world. 

Judging types were organized and lived systematically in a planned, orderly way. They 

aimed to regulate life and control iL Perceptive persons were flexible and open-minded and 

went through life in a spontaneous manner. They aimed to understand life and adapt to it 

(Carlyn 461-473). 

Theoretical Framework/or Use of Co11curre111 Verbal Protocol Analysis 

Encoding of concurrent verbal reports was based on the theory that the human brain 

encoded and stored information in two ways; short term and long term memory (Ericsson 

and Simon Hayden 1993). Short Term Memory (STM), also referred to as working 

memory, stored a smaJI amount of data for a short pericxl of time, but was immediately 

accessible. Little encoding was used since the information was constantly being 

overwritten. Long Term Memory (LTM) stored a large amount of data for a long time, but 

had a long retrieval time. This wac; due to the encoding processes used to select important 

information to store in LTM. Concurrent verbal reports made use of STM by documenting 

the information before it was lost or replaced by new information. This provided evidence 

of cognitive processes which were often forgotten or overlooked when the activity was 

completed and reflected upon (Ericsson and Simon 1993). 
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Selection of Tests 

The following tests or forms of testing were chosen after reviewing related literature 

and the theoretical background for their development. These tests were chosen in an attempt 

to model Kay's research. Kay used non-published measures of computer anxiety and 

le.aming style. Therefore, published measurements of computer anxiety and cognitive style 

were located. Also, Kay reported using a process similar to protocol analysis. A specific 

type of protocol analysis was chosen to document the method of problem-solving for this 

research. 

Selection of Appropriate Compllter Anxiety Test 

The tests listed in the literature review were each researched in the Mental 

Measurement Yearbooks. Only one computer anxiety test was still in print and available. It 

was the Computer Anxiety Index (Version AZ) Revised (Simonson, et al. 247). This test 

was a 26-item 6-point Likert scale test designed to measure computer-related anxieties by 

recording the respondent's feelings towards computers and their use. Respondents 

answered the questions by selecting an answer ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly 

disagree". The intended population was high school and college students taking a first 

course in computer literacy. The Computer Anxiety Index (CAIN) could have been 

administered alone, but was part of the Standardized Test of Computer Literacy (STCL). 

The CAIN part of the STCL had high internal consistency (coefficient alpha= .94) and the 

test-retest reliability wao;; .90 over a three-week interval (Kramer and Conoley 765). 

Selection of Appropriate Cognitive Style Test 

The intended sample population for this research was undergraduate university 

students. It was suggested in the reviewed liternturc (see page 12) that the Myers Briggs 

Type Indicator be used to document cognitive style when involving computers. On the 
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basis of the populations used and recommendations by the previous studies, the Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator was chosen as the quantifier of cognitive style. Form G self-scorable 

of the MBTI was a 94-item, multiple choice, self-report test. The intended population for 

the indicator was students in grades 9-16 and adults. 

Selection of Appropriate Form of Protocol A11alysis 

Concurrent verbal report was chosen as the measure for determining the method of 

problem solving because of the type of data the reports provide. Concurrent verbal reports 

can document data which are often forgotten or overlooked when using retrospective verbal 

reports. The sources in the literature review suggested that concurrent verbal reports were 

the best method for documenting cognitive processes. 

Design of Research 

The design of this research was based on the work of Robin Kay. In his research, 

participants were administered pre-tests Lo document attitudes towards computer use and 

learning style. The participants then executed a type of verbal reports while completing 

computerized tasks. The same design was used in this thesis with the addition of a post-test 

questionnaire. 

Pilot Group 

Five students at Arizona State University were recruited through signs posted at 

various locations on campus. The signs read: 

Participants needed for a study. If you are an undergraduate or graduate student at 
Arizona State University, between the ages of 18 and 30, and have never used the 
computer application Infini-D -- your participation may be needed for a pilot study 
on December 7th, 8th, or 9th. The study will take two hours of your time -- for 
which you will receive $20.00. If you are interested in the possibility of 
participating, please call 804-0883. 
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There were two male participants and three female participants. Each participant 

was met individually in the lobby of the south Architecture building and escorted to the first 

testing room. The research assistant handed the participant a copy of the information letter 

(see appendix B) detailing the research. The research assistant then proceeded lo read the 

information aloud and ask for questions about the study. Next, the participant was handed 

the Computer Anxiety Index, an answer sheet, and a sharpened pencil. The research 

assistant then read specific instructions (see appendix B) about completing the sur vey. The 

participant was asked if there were any questions about the task, then told to begin. 

After collecting the survey, the research assistant handed the participant Fonn G 

self-scorable of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and a sharpened pencil. The 

instructions for completing the test appeared on the front page. However, the research 

assistant read the directions aloud from a separate sheet (see appendix B) to insure that all 

of the instrnctions were reviewed. The participant was asked for questions concerning the 

MBTI and told to begin. When the participant finished, the research assistant collected the 

MBTI and escorted the participant to the second testing room. 

The researcher seated the participant in front of the notebook computer that wac;; to 

be used to complete the protocol analysis. The researcher then adjusted the video camera so 

that the participant was not visible, but the computer screen was. The researcher read 

instructions (see appendix B) for completing the concurrent verbal protocol, then asked for 

questions concerning that portion of the test. The participant was asked to complete lesson 

l of the Infini-O Tutorial Manual while thinking aloud. It was suggested by Page & Rahimi

(1995) that participants be given a wann-up verbal protocol analysis situation before the 

intended verbal protocol analysis begins. Section I was the warm-up. The verbal protocol 

for Section II was analyzed and used as data for method of problem-solving. When the 

participant finished the protocol, the researcher administered a self-report questionnaire (see 

appendix B). The self-report questionnaire was used to assess the participant's perceptions 



of the difficulty level and peif ormance on the task, and document previous computer 

software use. The participant was thanked and paid $20. 

Discussion of Results from the Pil.01 Group 
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All of the participants were documented as Extraverts and had relatively low levels 

of computer anxiety. Two of the participants had recruited their roommates for the pilot 

group. To reach a broader cross-section of Arizona State University students, participants 

for the follow-up group were recruited from lhe Memorial Union. Signs were posted 

around a sign-in table on the second floor of the Memorial Union and participants were 

recruited randomly. The students had to be over eighteen years old. Also, they could not 

have previously used Infini-D. Students were paid $10 for approximately two hours of 

their time. The researcher distributed a recruitment letter to anyone who inquired about lhe 

research (see appendix C). 

The Computer Anxiety Index seemed to be appropriate and caused no problems in 

testing. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator also seemed to be appropriate and caused no 

problems in testing. For the Protocol analysis, recording only task completion time and 

number of errors was not thorough enough to provide the type of information needed to 

make recommendations based on cognitive style. The tutorial had flaws. Every subject who 

completed the tasks made errors. However, the number of errors made while performing 

the tasks was misleading. The subject who made the most errors was the only one to obtain 

a result that resembled the target. Other participants encountered problems and either 

skipped that section or employed a number of strategies to solve the problem. These 

problem-solving strategies provided the most information about each participant's method 

of task completion. The problem-solving methods are listed in the Concurrent Verbal 

Protocol section of Scoring. 
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Follow-up Group 

The follow·up group included 26 persons (13 female, 13 male). Two participants 

(P6 male, P8 fcmaJc) did not complete both pages of the MBTI, therefore, lhcir type could 

not be determined. Their data were dropped from the study. A third participant (Pl6 male 

had Extravcrsion, iNtuition, Feeling, Perceiving preferences) ans,.vered all of the written 

evaluations but could not perform any of the tasks using the computer. His data were 

dropped from the test because his method of problem-solving could not be delem1ined for 

lhe tasks. Finally, data from 23 participants (11 male and 12 female) were evaluated for this 

research. 

Once recruited, each participant was tested separately. The research assistant 

directed the reading of the information letter and the completion of the Computer Anxiety 

Index and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator as explained in the pilot study. When the 

participant completed the written tests, the researcher read lhe instructions for completing 

concurrent verbal protocol and adjusted the video camera as mentioned in the pilot study. 

Once it was detem1ined by the researcher that the participant understood the details of the 

protocol analysis, the participant was instructed to begin. When the participant was finished 

with the tutorial, the researcher distributed the self-evaluation questionnaire (see appendix 

C). The participant was thanked and paid $ I 0. Two separate rooms were used so that two 

participants could be tested at the same time. 

Scoring 

The scoring of each measure of individual differences varied widely. The published 

tests were scored as suggested in the accompanying manual. The non.published measures 

were scored as suggested in the sources in the literature review. 
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Computer Anxiety Index 

The tests were scored using the answer key provided by the developer of the lest. 

Initial scoring was done by the primary researcher and checked by the research assistant. 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

Resulls of the MBTI could have been evaluated to detennine type-category scores 

or continuous scores. Type-category scores result in categorizing a person into one of 16 

personality types. The purpose of this research was not to determine the personality type of 

participants. Therefore, the continuous scoring was more appropriate for this research since 

the person's cognitive style could be classified along the appropriate index. According to 

the literature review, continuous scores were used most often for assessing cognitive style 

associated to computer use. According to the Test Critigues Compendium (Keyser and 

Sweetland 327-336): 

"Conversion of data to continuous scores yields more consistent ti mates. Data 
obtained via two different procedures produced estimates of .76 to .82 (E-1), .75 to 
$7 (S-N), .69 to .86 (T-F), and .80 to .84 (J-P). The estimates of continuous 
scores retain data precision lost in the use of type-category scores, which accounts 
for the difference in reliability obtained from the two data types" (Carlyn 461-473). 

"Several trends in these correlations are noteworthy. The T-F scale exhibits the least 
reliability and the S-N, generally, the most Recent findings also show increasing 
reliability with populations of increased age and intelligenceu (McCaulley ). 

The continuous score for each individual was calculated by firsl determining the 

preference score described by the self-scorable test. These scores were then transformed 

into continuous scores. [twas suggested by Myers and McCaulley lhat, .. For E, S, T or J 

preference scores, the continuous score is 100 minus the numerical portion of the 

preference score. For I, N, F, or P preference scores, the continuous score is 100 plus the 

numerical portion of the preference score." The continuous scores were derive.cl according 

lo the previous suggestions. 
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Concurrelll Verbal Protocol 

The concurrenl verbal protocol was timed and analyzed for evidence of problem

solving methods. Problem-solving methods were analyzed for four specific tasks in lhe 

tutorial. 

The laSks were: 

1. Si7ing the table lop.

2. Creating the table legs.

3. Locking the model.

4. Testing whether the model was actually locked.

The first two tasks resulted in errors because instructions of the tutorial were vague 

and incomplete. The third and fourth tasks resulted in errors because of a problem that was 

inherent in the application. For each problem area. the numbers 1-10 were recorded to 

document the type of problem-solving methcxls used by the participant 

The methods of problem-solving were: 

1. Reread the curTent instructions only.

2. Reread the previous instructions.

3. Reread the entire section.

4. Look through the tutorial from the beginning.

5. Ignore the written material and click on different menus and parts of the screen.

6. Ignore the problem and skip to the next section.

7. Repeat the task without reading the instructions.

8. Repeat the task while reading the instructions.

9. Read ahead.

10. Close the window. open a new file to start over.

Use of each problem-solving method was documented. The duration of the practice 

of each methcxl was timed. The percent of problem-solving time spent using each method 
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was calculated by dividing each occurrence by the amount of time for the entire session. 

Occurrences of types of problem-solving were added together to represent the amount of 

time spent using each problem-solving method during completion of the tutorial. 

The problem-solving methods were divided into two categories; reading and non

reading methods. The reading methcxls were 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9. The non-reading methods 

were 5, 6, 7, and 10. The time spent using reading methods was added together. Similarly, 

the time spent using non-reading methods was added together. The concurrent verbal 

protocol results were consolidated into two scores� percent of problem-solving time spent 

using reading methods, and percent of problem-solving time spent using non-reading 

methods. 

Task Performance 

Task petformance was rated on a scale of 0% to 100%. As previously stated, the 

participant who scored 0% was eliminated from the research because his problem-solving 

method could not be determined for any of the tasks. The tasks were scored as follows 

(refer to the tutorial in appendix B): 

0% None of the tasks were completed correctly. 

10% The table shapes were incorrectly constructed and none of the table 

legs were locked. 

20% The table shapes ,vere incorrectly constructed and one of the table 

legs was locked. 

30% The table shapes were incorrectly constructed and two of the table 

legs were locked. 

40% The table shapes were incorrectly constructed and three of the table 

legs were locked. 



50% The table shapes were incorrectly construcled and all of the table 

legs were locked. 

60% The table shapes were correctly constructed and none of the table 

legs were locked. 

70% The table shapes were correctly constructed and one of the table legs 

was locked. 

80% The table shapes were correctly constructed and two of the table legs 

were locked. 

90% The table shapes were correctly constructed and lhree of the table 

legs were locked. 

100% The table shapes were correctly constructed and all of the table legs 

were locked. 

Documentation 
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Final data from all of the participants were recorded and are presented. Each 

participant's results from the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator were recorded in the tesl 

booklet All participants' preference scores for the four dimensions of the Myers-Briggs 

Type Indicator were then organized in a single table. Also, each participant's computer 

anxiety score was recorded in a table sorted by participant number. The protocol analysis 

was recorded on video tape. The protocol analysis was evaluated according to Protocol 

Analvsis: Verbal Report<; as Data (Ericsson and Simon Hayden 1993). Problem-solving 

methods recorded by the video tape were evaluated and documented in a separate table for 

each participant Relationships between each participant's computer anxiety, cognitive 

�le, and method of problem-solving were documented in tables and figures in the next 

\Celion. 



FINDINGS 

Results 

The results were presented as correlations and averages. A figure has been shown 

for each correlation and the averages have been shown in tables. The results have been 

divided into sections as they pertain to the three initial hypotheses. 

Relationship between Computer Anxiety Level and Cognitive Style 

The average computer anxiety level for each of the MBTI preferences is shown in 

Table 1. The average anxiety level for Extraversion preference (52) was slightly lower than 

the average for Introversion preference (60). The average anxiety level for Sensing 

preference (59) was slightly higher than the average for INtuition preference (52). Level of 

anxiety for Thinking preference (57) was higher than that of Feeling preference (46). 

Judging preference (60) anxiety level was higher than Perceiving preference (50) anxiety. 

Extraversion (60) and Judging (60) preferences showed the highest average anxiety level, 

while Feeling preference ( 46) showed the lowest The average computer anxiety level for a 

sample of 545 college students was 62.33 with a standard deviation of 17.76 (Simonson, 

et al. 247). The lowest possible anxiety score was 26 and the highest possible score was 

156.
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Table 1. 

Average Computer Anxiety Level for Each MBTI Preference 

MBTI Preference Number of Average Computer 
Participants Anxiety Level 

Extrnversion 15 52 

Introversion 8 6( 

Sensing 8 ss 

iNtuition l.'.: 52 

Thinking 18 5i 

Feeling 5 4c 
Judging lC 6l 

Perceiving 13 5C 
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The correlation between computer anxiety level and Extraversion/Introversion 

preferences is shown in Figure 2. There was a .20 (p=.37) correlation between anxiety 

level and Extraversion/lntroversion preference. Level of computer anxiety decreased as the 

preference for Extraversion increased. Level of computer anxiety increased as the 

preference for Introversion increased. 
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Figure 2. Correlation between Computer Anxiety Level and Extraversion/Introversion 
Preference 
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The correlation between computer anxiety level and Sensing/iNtuition preferences is 

shown in Figure 3. There was a -.31 (p=.15) correlation between anxiety level and 

Sensing/iNtuition preference. Level of computer anxiety increased as the preference for 

Sensing increased. Level of computer anxiety decreased as the preference for iNtuition 

increa,;;cd. 
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The correlation between computer anxiety level and Thinking/Feeling preferences is 

shown in Figure 4. The correlation between anxiety level and Thinking preference was 

-.27 (p=.21). Therefore, the level of computer anxiety increased as the preference for 

Thinking increased. Conversely, level of computer anxiety decreased as the preference for 

Feeling increased. 
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The correlation between computer anxiety level and Judging/Perceiving preferences 

is shown in Figure 5. The correlation between anxiety level and Judging preference was 

-.31 (p=.15). Level of computer anxiety increased as the preference for Judging increased. 

Level of computer anxiety decreased as the preference for Perceiving increased. 
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Relationship between Computer Anxiety Level and Method of Problem-solving 

The correlation between computer anxiety level and the percent of problem-solving 

time spent using reading methods is shown in Figure 6. There was a -.10 (p=.68) 

correlation between anxiety level and percent of time reading. Therefore, the amount of 

time spent reading decreased as the level of anxiety increased. 
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The correlation between computer anxiety level and the percent of problem-solving 

time spent using non-reading methods is shown in Figure 7. There was a .04 (p=.85) 

correlation between anxiety level and percent of time using non-reading methods. 

Therefore, the amount of time spent using non-reading methcxis increased slightly as the 

level of anxiety increased. 
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Relationship be/ween Cognitive Style mu/ Melhod of Problem-solving 

The average percent of time spent using reading vs. non-reading problem-solving 

methods for each MBTI preference is shown in Table 2. The average percent of time spent 

using reading methods was lower for Extraversion preference (46%) than it was for 

Introversion preference (58%). Persons with Sensing preferences (52%) averaged a greater 

percent of problem-solving time reading than those with iNutition preferences (49%). 

Participants with Thinking preferences (54%) averaged far more time using reading 

methods than those with Feeling preferences (37%). Similarly, those with Judging 

preferences (60%) averaged far more time using reading methods than participants with 

Perceiving preferences (42%). The opposite is true for non-reading methods. The average 

percent of time spent using non-reading methods was higher for Extra version pref erencc 

(54%) than it was for Introversion preference (42%). Persons with iNtuition preferences 

(51%) averaged a slightly higher percent of problem-solving time using non-reading 

methods than those with Sensing preferences (48%). Participants with Feeling preferences 

(63%) averaged far more time using non-reading methods than those with Thinking 

preferences (47%). Similarly, those with Perceiving preferences (58%) averaged far more 

time using non-reading methods than participants with Judging preferences (40%). 
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Table 2. 

Relationship between Cognitive Slyle and Melhod of Problem-solving 

MBTI Number of Average Percent of Time Average Percent of Time 
Preference Participants Spent Using Reading Spent Using Non-reading 

Problem-solving Methods Problem-solving Methods 

Extraversion 1: 46 5'1 

Introversion � 5� 42 

Sensing � 52 � 

iNtuition 1: 4S 51 

Thinking 1� 5'1 4, 

Feeling � 37 63 -

Judging 1( 6( 4C 

Perceiving 13 42 5� 

I 
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The percent of problem-solving time spent using reading methods versus the 

percent of time spent using non-reading methods for Extraversion/lntroversion preferences 

is shown in Figure 8. The correlation between Extraversion/lntroversion preference and 

percent of time spent using reading methods was .21 (p=.34). Percent of problem-solving 

time spent using reading methods decreased as Extraversion preference increased. Percent 

of problem-solving time spent using reading methods increased as Introversion preference 

increased. Conversely, the correlation between E"traversion/lntroversion preference and 

percent of time spent using non-reading methods was -.2l(p=.34). Percent of problem

solving time spent using non-reading methods increased as Extraversion preference 

increased. Percent of problem-solving time spent using non-reading methods decreased as 

Introversion preference increased. 
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The percent of problem-solving time spent using reading methods versus the 

percent of time spent using non-reading methods for Sensing/iNtuition preferences is 

shown in Figure 9. The correlation between Sensing/iNtuition preference and percent of 

time spent using reading methods was .14 (p=.54). Percent of problem-solving time spent 

using reading methods decreased as Sensing preference increased. Percent of problem

solving time spent using reading methods increased as iNtuition preference increased. 

Conversely, the correlation between Sensing/iNtuition preference and percent of time spent 

using non-reading methods was -.13 (p=.54). Percent of problem-solving time spent using 

non-reading methods increased as Sensing preference increased. Percent of problem

solving time spent using non-reading methods decreased as iNtuition preference increased. 
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The percent of problem-solving time spent using reading methods versus the 

percent of time spent using non-reading methods for Thinking/Feeling preferences is 

shown in Figure 10. The correlation between Thinking/Feeling preference and percent of 

time spent using reading methods was -.01 (p=.95). Percent of problem-solving time spent 

using reading methods increased as Thinking preference increased. Percent of problem

solving time spent using reading methods decreased slightly as Feeling preference 

increased. Conversely, the correlation between Thinking/Feeling preference and percent of 

time spent using non-reading methods was .01 (p=.96). Percent of problem-solving time 

spent using non-reading methods decreased as Thinking preference increased. Percent of 

problem-solving time spent using non-reading methods increased slightly as Feeling 

preference increased. 
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The percent of problem-solving time spent using reading methods versus the 

percent of time spent using non-reading methods for Judging/Perceiving preferences is 

shown in Figure 11. The correlation between Judging/Perceiving preferences and percent 

of time spent using reading methods was -.ITT (p=.75). Percent of problem-solving time 

spent using reading methods decreased as Judging preference increased. Percent of 

problem-solving time spent using reading methods increased as Perceiving preference 

increased. Conversely, the correlation between Judging/Perceiving preference and percent 

of time spent using non-reading methods was .07 (p=.76). Percent of problem-solving 

time spent using non-reading methods increased slightly as Judging preference increased. 

Percent of problem-solving time spent using non-reading methods decreased as Perceiving 

preference increased. 
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Relationship between Task Performance and Compmer Anxiety Level 

The correlation between task perf onnance and level of computer anxiety is shown 

in Figure 12. The correlation between task performance and anxiety level was .19 (p=.40). 

Task performance increased slightly as computer anxiety level increased. 
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Relationship between Task Performance and Cog11i1ive Style 

The percent of participants that scored above 50% correct versus the percent that 

scored 50% or below on the tutorial for each MBTI preference is shown in Figure 13. Less 

than half of the participants with Extraversion preferences (47%) averaged above 50% on 

Lhe tutorial while three-quarters of those with Introversion preferences (75%) averaged 

above 50%. Three-quarters of persons with Sensing preferences (75%) averaged above 

50%, less than half of those with iNtuition preferences (47%) averaged above 50%. The 

ix:rcent of participants with Thinking preferences (67%) who averaged above 50% was far 

above those with Feeling preferences (20%). Similarly, more participants with Judging 

preferences (80%) averaged above 50% than those with Perceiving preferences (38%). 
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Discussion 

After reviewing lhe results, lhe hypotheses were accepted and rejected as follows: 

1. There is no relationship between level of computer anxiety and cognitive style, was

rejected.

2. There is no relationship between level of computer anxiety and method of problem

solving for a computer-based task, was accepted.

3. There is no relationship between cognitive style and method of problem-solving for a

computer-based task, was rejected.

Although correlations were low, the decision to accept or reject hypotheses was 

made on the basis of results and previous literature. Details of the findings are discussed in 

the following paragraphs. 

Relationship between Participant Demographics and Level of Computer Anxiety, Cognitive 

Style, Metlwd of Problem-solving, and Task Performance 

The only trend present when the demographics were sorted by computer anxiety 

level was that participants who reported having more computer experience had lower 

anxiety. When sorted by Myers-Briggs type. it was determined that four of the fifteen 

participants with Extraversion preference were male and eleven were female. All 

participants with Introversion preference were male. Females with Introversion preferences 

were not represented in this study. This possibility was not controlled because the 

participants were recruited without prior knowledge of their type preferences. This error 

could be controlled by pre-testing subjects with the MBTI and recruiting an equal number 

of male and female subjects for each preference. The other types had at least one male and 

female for each category. No trends were present when the data were sorted by method of 

problem-solving or task performance. 



Number of Participa,us Bhibi1i11g Each MBTI Preference 

All eight preferences were represented by the participants. However, unequal 

numbers in each category could have caused some bias towards the under-represented 

preferences. The Thinking./Feeling preference was represented the most unequally. With 

only five participants representing the Feeling preference, one might want to test more 

persons in this category before attempting to apply these results. 

Relationship between Level of Compttler Anxiety and Cognitive Style 
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The first hypothesis, which states "there is no relationship between level of 

computer anxiety and cognitive style," was not supported. Although correlations between 

computer anxiety and cognitive style were low, trends were present. The average level of 

computer an,xiety was lower for participants with Extrnversion preference (52%) than it 

was for those with Introversion preferences (60%). Also, there was a positive correlation 

(.20 (p=.37)) between Introversion preference and computer anxiety. Together, these 

measures showed a higher level of computer anxiety being associated with Introversion 

preference. No comparison was made between Excraversion/lntroversion preferences and 

computer anxiety or ability in the reviewed litemture. 

Sensing preference (59%) was matched with a higher average level of computer 

anxiety than iNtuition preference (52%). Similarly, there was a negative correlation 

between Sensing/iNtuition preferences (..31 (p=.15)) and level of computer anxiety. A 

lower level of computer anxiety has been associated with iNtuition preference. These 

resul ls support those of W. Paul Jones in, "Computer Use and Cognitive Style," where· he 

reports that persons with iNtuition preferences were more likely lo purchase or borrow 

hardware or software. 

The average level of computer am,.iety was shown to be substantially higher for 

participants with Thinking preference (57%) than those with Feeljng preference (46%). 
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Additionally, there was a negative correlation (-.27 (p=.21)) between Thinking/Feeling 

preferences and computer anxiety. Participants with Feeling preferences were shown to 

have a lower level of computer anxiety. These results are contradictory to Jones's. He 

reported that persons with Thinking preference were more likely lo experiment with a new 

software application. 

Participants with Judging preference (60%) demonstrated a higher average level of 

computer anxiety than those with Perceiving preference (50%). Similarly, there was a 

negative correlation between Judging/Perceiving preference (-.31 (p=.15)) and computer 

anxiety. Perceiving preference was shown to be associated with lower levels of computer 

anxiety. The relationship between Judging/Perceiving preferences and computer anxiety or 

ability was not addressed in the reviewed literature. 

Relatio11ship between level of Computer A11xiery and Method of Prob/em-solving 

The second hypothesis, which states "there is no relationship between level of 

computer anxiety and method of problem-solving for a computer-based task," was 

supported. The correlations between level of computer anxiety and the two distinct methods 

of problem-solving, reading (-.10 (p=.68)) and non-reading methods (.04 (p=.85)), were 

very low. Also, no literature was found which addressed this topic. 

Relationship between Cognitive Style and Metlwd of Problem-solving 

The third hypothesis, which states "there is no relationship between cognitive style 

and method of problem-solving for a computer-based task," was not supported. The 

-correlations were low but some trends were supported by previous literature. Participants

\ ith Extraversion preferences (46%) averaged less of their problem-solving time using

�eading methods. There was a positive correlation (.21 (p=.34)) between

� traversion/lntroversion preference and use of reading methods. Participants with
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Introversion preferences demonstrated a higher tendency towards the use of reading 

methods. The same correlation coefficient was reported by Myers when testing 236 

Wesleyan students on the Davis Reading Test. A correlation coefficient of .21 (p<.01) was 

reported for the Extraversion/lntroversion preference (Myers and Mccaulley). 

The data collected for Sensing/iNtuition preferences conflicts. Participants with 

iNtuition preference (49%) averaged a slightly lower percent of problem-solving time 

reading than those with Sensing preference (52%). However, the correlation was positive 

(.14 (p=.54)) and percent of problem-solving time spent reading increased with iNtuition 

preference. The second finding is consistent with Myers's reading level results from the 

Davis Reading Test. The reported correlation coefficient for Sensing/iNtuition preferences 

was .34 (p<.01) (Myers and Mccaulley ). The reading level increased with iNtuition 

preference. Myers and Mccaulley allude to varying of differences between Sensing and 

iNtuition preferences: 

The size of predicted differences between sensing and iNtuitive types in reading 
varies with the homogeneity of the sample, but the data arc consistent and pose 
important issues for educators. Since the majority of the general population are 
sensing types and most learning activities require reading, the failure to learn good 
reading skills in the early school years has significant implications in school 
achievement, disruptive behavior, and school dropouts (Myers and McCaulley). 

Participants with Thinking preference (54%) averaged a higher amount of problem

solving time using reading methcx:ls than those with Feeling preference (37%). Similarly, a 

negative correlation (-.01 (p=.95)) was reported between Thinking/Feeling preference and 

use of reading methods. This finding is also consistent with Myers's correlation coefficient 

of -.04 for reading level. Reading level decreased with Feeling preference. 

The average percent of problem-solving time spent reading was higher for 

participants with Judging preference (60%) than for those with Perceiving preference 

(42%). There was a negative correlation (-.07 (p=.75)) between Judging/Perceiving 
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preference and use of reading methods. This conflicts with Myers's correlation coefficient 

for reading level of Judging/Perceiving preference which was reported to be. 14. 

Relationship between Task Per/onnance and Cognitive Style 

There was no hypothesis made about the relationship between task performance and 

cognitive style. The results were documented in order to make a comparison between these 

findings and previous literature about the relationship between cognitive style and computer 

ability. Less than half of the participants with Extraversion preferences (47%) averaged 

above 50% on the tutorial while three-quarters of those with Introversion preferences 

(75%) averaged above 50%. Insignificant findings were cited in literature comparing these 

preferences to computer ability (Bishop-Clark and Wheeler 358-370). Three-quarters of 

persons with Sensing preferences (75%) averaged above 50%, less than half of those with 

iNtuition preferences (47%) averaged above 50%. This finding is consistent with previous 

literature where students with Sensing preferences were found to perform better on 

programming assignments than students with iNtuition preferences (Bishop-Clark and 

Wheeler 358-370). The percent of participants with Thinking preferences (67%) who 

averaged above 50% was far above those with Feeling preferences (20%). However, in the 

reviewed literature, the relationship between Thinking/Feeling preferences and computer 

programming ability was found to be insignificant (Bishop-Clark and Wheeler 358-370). 

More participants with Judging preferences (80%) averaged above 50% than those with 

Perceiving preferences (38%). This is consistent with the reported finding that, .. 'Judging' 

students achieved higher programming averages than 'Perceptive' students" (Bishop-Clark 

and Wheeler 358-370). 
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Summary 

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator has been used to rank participants along four 

continuous dimensions� Extraversion/lntroversion preference, Sensing/iNtuition 

preference, Thinking/Feeling preference, and Judging/Perceiving preference. Along each of 

the dimensions, one of the preferences had significantly better performance completing the 

Lutorial. The preferences where more than 65% of the participants scored above 50% 

correct on the tutorial were Introversion, Sensing, Thinking, and Judging. Figure 14 

shows that these preferences demonstrated a higher level of computer anxiety and average 

percent of problem-solving time spent using reading methods. Conversely, less than fifty 

percent of Extraversion, iNtuition, Feeling, and Perceiving preferences scored above 50% 

on the Lu tori al. These preferences also show a lower average level of computer anxiety and 

higher percent of problem-solving time using non-reading methods. 

The relationship between individual differences in computer anxiety, cognitive 

style, and method of problem-solving was clearly demonstrated when comparing the 

Judging and Feeling preferences. Judging preference, which was associated with the 

highest percentage (80%) of participants scoring above 50% on the tutorial, also averaged 

the greatest percent of problem-solving time spent using reading methods. Inversely, 

Feeling preference is associated with the lowest percentage of participants scoring above 

50% on the tutorial and the highest percent of problem-solving time spent using non

reading methods. Participants of each preference demonstrated a level of task performance 

depending on their method of problem-solving. Based on these results, computer interfaces 

should be designed to assist both reading and non-reading problem-solving methods. 

Recommendations for achieving this goal will be set forth in the next section. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Summarv 

Although correlations were weak, trends were present. Participants with 

Introversion, Sensing, Thinking. and Judging preferences demonstrated a higher average 

level of computer anxiety. Conversely, participants with Extraversion, iNtuition, Feeling, 

and Perceiving preferences had a lower average level of computer anxiety. Remarkably, 

participants with Introversion, Sensing, Thinking, and Judging preferences also avemged 

higher scores on task completion despite their higher computer anxiety level. Participants 

with these preferences averaged a higher percent of problem-solving time using reading 

methods. Conversely, participants with Extraversion, iNtuition, Feeling, and Perceiving 

preferences averaged lower scores on the tutorial and higher percent of time using non

reading problem-solving methods. Recommendations were made based on the finding that 

participants with certain preferences read the manual less, which resulted in poorer 

perfonnance on the tutorial. The recommendations were aimed at bringing small amounts 

of text to the computer screen in order to provide hints needed by the types of participants 

who did not read printed manuals. All recommendations were deliberately general so that 

they could be applied to other situations. The changes were demonstrated using the current 

Infini-D computer interface. 

Recommendations 

The results showed that participants who used certain styles of problem-solving 

methods did not read the manuals provided. Instead, they clicked around the screen 

randomly looking for hints. In this research. persons who used these types of problem

olving had a lower success rate when completing the tutorial. Additionally, these users 

became frustrated and verbalized feelings of failure. The researcher made the following 
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recommendations in an attempt to bring small amounts of text to the computer screen. This 

would provide hints needed by the participant preferences who did not read printed 

manuals. The researcher made these recommendations deliberately general so that they 

could be applied to other situations. The researcher's recommendations and specific events 

that highlighted the need are listed below. 

Figure 15. The Original Interface 

8:59PM ~ @ 
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I. Only provide double-click options in the icon menu. Do not have additional options

available when double-clicking in the work space. 

The researcher suggested that having additional options available when double

clicking on a tool in the tool box would have worked. However, when frustrated users 

were clicking around the work space, they invoked new options by mistake. Participant 5 

(ENFJ) double-dicked on his table top and encountered the .. Primitive" dialogue shown in 

Figure 16. He mistakenly changed his primitive cube to a cylinder and ended up with a 

round table top. He could not figure out how he had invoked the dialogue in the first place 

and was forced to accept the change. 

llllndnu•, 

Figure 16. First Recommendation - Do Not Have Dialogue Boxes Invoked When Double
clicking in the Work Space 

fien~,•r ll1111nn I 11111 9: 
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2. Have the cursor labeled as to which function or option is selected.

When attempting to lock the table legs, many participants forgot which tool was

selected. They were trying to select an object with the locking tool still selected. This 

caused the computer to give an audible enor message. They concentrated on the audible 

message and did not check to see which tool was selected. The researcher suggested that 

the cursor should have had a default setting for a cursor label. This would have continually 

reminded users which tool was selected as they moved around the screen. The researcher 

maintained that the cursor also should have had an ··off" setting for advanced users who 

would be working on complex models. In Figure 17
t 
the .. cube tool" is selected and the 

words ''draw cube" appear next to the cursor. 

Figure 17. Second Recommendation - Labeled Cursor 
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3. The cursor label should change color when it is passed over screen items that can be 

edited in the selected function. 

Many of the participants attempted to select the cube while the cube tool was still 

selected. The cube tool allowed users lo draw multiple cubes and, therefore, continued to 

draw cubes. The user had to select the '�vertical plane tool" and then select the cube in order 

to delete iL The researcher maintained that if the cursor had changed its color to green when 

it passed over an object that it could modify, then the cube tool never would have changed 

color. This would have indicated that the cube could not be altered by the cube tool. This 

recommendation is consistent with those in A Guide to Usability: Human Factors in 

Computjni: where it was suggested lo use a color that stands out from the screen when 

highlighting (Preece 70-77). The change is shown in Figure 18. 

4:51 PM 

Figure 18. Third Recommendation - Cursor Change 
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4. Always provide a status bar, which lists the selected tool, option, or function in

progress. 

The researcher maintained that the icons did not provide enough infonnation as to 

the function of the tool. Participants verbalized their confusion and often guessed at which 

icon to use. Only after attempting to use the tool did some participants realize its funclion. 

The status bar would have provided infonnation lo the user while making selections in the 

tool box. It would also have provided information in the work space if the cursor label was 

turned off. This addition of the status bar is shmvn in Figure 19. 

� File Edit Model Render Rnlmotion Windows 8:59 PM 

Figure 19. Fourth Recommendation - Status Bar 
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5. A void hidden interface options without a label.

The researcher maintained that the "panels" menu did not have a description as to its 

function and subsequent menus. Some participants selected different settings from the 

"panels" menu in an attempt to modify their model. They did not realize that the options 

only affected how the model was viewed in the window. Also, users who did not read the 

manual might not locate the window options if they needed them. The researcher moved the 

"panels" choice to the pull down list The researcher also moved the "window options" 

description to the top. Finally, the researcher suggests that the background color of the 

menu change when the window is selected in order to add extra emphasis to the fact that 

only one window at a time is active. The changes are shown in Figure 20. 

Figure 20. Fifth Recommendation- Avoid Unlabeled Hidden User Interface 
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6. If an object on the screen has been formatted or transformed, the change should be listed 

in the status bar when the cursor is passed over the object. 

The locking of objects demonstr-<1tes the confusion as to whether or not an object 

had been transfonned. No participants could tell if the lock was successful unless they 

moved the object. Once they moved the object that was unlocked, it was difficult to return 

all components to their original positions. The researcher suggests that text describing the 

transformation be displayed in the status bar. The cursor is green because it can modify the 

objects that it is passing over. 
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7. Icons should be presented in the order of expected use and grouped by function.

Two of the participants attempted to draw cubes with the "Ray Trace Marquee 

Tool". They chose the ray-tracing tool to drnw a cube because it was cube shaped and was 

situated second from the top in the list of icons. The "Ray Trace Marquee Tool" can only be 

used after objects are drawn. In the original interface, the order of the icon from top to 

bottom was: tools to select and move objects; tools to rotate, stretch, and shade objects; 

tools to draw the primitive objects; locking and unlocking tools; lighting and camera tools. 

The researcher redesigned the tool box. The order is: tools to draw the primitive objects; 

tools to select and move objects; tools lo rotate, stretch, and shade objects; locking and 

unlocking tools; lighting and camera tools. These changes are shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 22. Seventh Recommendation - Arrange Icons in a Logical Order 
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8. Icons should be easy lo differentiate.

Many of the participants needed to look through the beginning of the tutorial 

repeatedly in order to determine which icon was the "Vertical Pl ane Tool". The "Horizontal 

Plane Tool" and "Vertical Plane Tool" were so similar that participants needed to make a 

direct comparison to the directions. The researcher changed the icons so that t hey are the 

same icon rotated 90 degrees. The researcher believes that the change should clarify their 

functions. This recommendation, shown in Figure 23, is consistent with suggestions in A 

Guide to Usabilitv: Human Factors in Computing (Preece). In the text, it was maintained 

that "when designing icons it is important to take into account: the context in which they are 

used, the task domain for which they are used, the nature of the underlying object

represented and the extent to which one icon can be discriminated from other icons 

displayed" (Preece 144). 
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9. The .. Undo" and "Delete" options shouJd be separate from olher functions and easy to

recognize in any interface. 

Three participants, P2 (ESTJ), P18 (ESTP), and P24 (ENTP), could not figure out 

how to remove objects and chose to close the file and restart. In order to delete an object, 

the vertical plane tool had to be selected first, then the cube had to be selected. This would 

remove the cube from the screen. The researcher maintained that a separate "DELETE" 

bulton was needed which can delete objects in one step. She also suggested that the 

"UNDO" button should have been the same size and in the same location. This would 

allow the user to return Lhe deleted object should the user delete the wrong item. The 

researcher capitalized the words in order to draw attention to them. It was suggested in the 

literature review that, " ... conventional upper and lower case text can be read about 13 

percent more quickly than all upper case� uppercase characters are most effective for items 

that need lo attract attention. "(Preece 144). The change is shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. Ninth Recommendation - Undo and Delete Functions Should be Separate from 
OLher Functions 
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10. On-line help should be available for every software application.

Participant 7 (INTP) would have used on-line help if it had been available. The 

researcher maintained that on-line help should be available for every software application. 

Therefore, she suggests that the option "Help" should have been added to the end of the 

pull-down menus. The modification is shown in Figure 25. 

Figure 25. Tenth Recommendation - On-line Help Should be Available for Every Software 
Application 
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Implications for Further Research 

The findings from this research could be expanded in many ways. The first 

suggestion is to implement the recommended changes in the interface and repeat the 

research with the same experimental design. Secondly, the study could be repeated with 

changes made to the experimental design. One of the weaknesses of this research was that 

the types were not equally represented. It might be beneficial to repeat the research with 

equal numbers of males and females for each of the eight Myers-Briggs preferences. 

Thirdly, this research could be repeated with the tutorial transformed into an on-line 

document The research could be repeated with the same design to determine if persons 

with varied preferences respond differently to on-line instructions. 

Finally, a perfect correlation was found between task performance and method of 

problem-solving. The correlation between task per
f

ormance and percent of problem

solving time spent using reading methods is shown in Figure 26. There was a correlation 

of one between task performance and use of reading problem-solving methods. Task 

performance increased as use of reading problem-solving methods increased. 
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The correlation between task perfonnance and percent of problem-solving time 

spent using non-reading methods is shown in Figure 27. There was a correlation of 

negative one between task performance and use of non-reading problem-solving methods. 

Task performance decreased as use of non-reading problem-solving methods increased. 

The relationship was outside the scope of this research. However, in future research it 

might be beneficial to explore the relationship between task performance and method of 

problem-solving using a different experimental design. 
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<Alf':d bdcnc· yuu �-,,dt'tt :, ttk•nt1 ih'lO. 

A $11•1ided tuuod(n; bor will blink :,round selected obictli, 

• • • • • 

l.,•.umr I: llull,ll11;;" Sim/11,• ,11,,./,.J 

Figure 29. First Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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The Faces of an Object in the 30 World 

,\lu, y,,c, ,dl-.1 .11, ,l>j,"'· a bfo,l..mt: I,.,� w,ll ,0110,.ttMI 1h,· ,irj" 1 ·11,;-. '"'" It.,·, 

�.1� !,.)Cle�. Of .. ,:i, ,-� .. l )uly 1111t• to flttt't• (if th, "".t" f,Hl"'!'., \Vlfl J�• \•f"11Jr IU ;UI\' \' .. '\'\' 

wuuSI M·. lnfHII J) ( :ti\ ll'"1.' 1h,_�· ·r�n·�· ro u1.uu1"tl.1h: .m 1.A,p·t1. 

Manipulating an Object in the 30 World 

11,i:, ,,.,,;,, .. will t·-"pl.lllt h<IW IO,� •• :u,d IO.mipolJIC ;111 ,�,j<'<.1 ill 1h,· .II> \�'011,1 

.u1d ,r\o t\'t. .' :,�, • � lf'..·,1 n11 cl1<.• Jiffc-n."fll :tX<:S 

f�,11,,w 1tw im11111111111, notlmt.'t.l lld11w In, c.1,h :.:,-p ul 1h,: Jllll(l�,,: 

Placing an Object in the 3D World 

:-..•l,,1 ti�·< :t•nt-rJ<' l'rnuiltvt- Curie un ti"· ·1,� ,11,c,, 

P>f.,1'1.' lht· muu:.r: point�-. to thr ·rop VK.·W .1nd dM-k .... ,. t•. pl,,,. 
tht• <nhr- lU the." \rM.:W. 

Moving an Object on the relative X/Y Axis 

:,..i,,, d1l' Vcui..�,! l'l,IOC (V l'l.m<') 
T,d 

Mo t\�J'\'t."dlt' fl�AI".(' JV)U\h:·t t)Vt·rtlw 
.-..·I< d,.,l ,·uht· in 1l1t· Top V,ew, hold 
,1.,wu ch,· snno:.t_• h-,st1ou. and t.1:.,1: Ill\! 
.. �1.; ... ,1 iu ;.i lc(c/,iJ:ht utoltun. 

l\ut,u· th.n ,t•. 11w c ul1t,,· 1nov1.,� k-Jt/riJ,:lil ,nth,• 

fcp Vww. ala· n1l>t· n,o\l't� k·h/tij:h; ,n tlw 

F;1•:1I V1t'\'"• .u,cl ,l\\-.1)' fu,n1 }tt1t1ltt1\\�u•h l'"<•U 

UI II�· l�t:�tll \'U"'\,\' 

:X.•\\* 11, .. \•· dJ\.· ,,J •. t!l au upltJown utt,,;:ion tr• (ht• Top Vt1:•w 
,, 1111 ,. llut '111 .... UO\\' IU(t\'1'""· ;J\V:1)' huo, )'Ull'h)\V;ltfl,. ynu UI Hu
tu ,t� Vww ut<'l ti)!!tt.'kll ot 11w l(•)!h1 \'•·\\. 

U:c Ilic Y·l'lanu lc,�I hi 1nott �., objctl !ell. 
1i9hl. up �nd duw11 rr.lah,� lo 1114! v,rw yau 

;u�worfu"n in 

• • • • • 

, ....... ... , P.,,,u .. •• '••"'••• •••' 

Figure 30. Second Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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11,11 I. 1.,1 1 I-. '• l,1 t ,.,, 111 

,,h.l',,q,,t ,l�,,,.,ih•l1 , .,t,1 l'l1t f, .. ,I 1•• U\ 1(1,lf 11• 1lif1 \ 

'••••·• I !;ti' I 11ti. f'I f ,4• J'I ,,,, \ U'\\ •ti'' 11••• I d ti UI IIJ tt••\' t 

41�9'.• ,., 

llh•,ul•···•t' •,�l,ln4n\ 11ut\•'l,1,-.1,.t,.,•,11 ,,,,.n tl•-..,1\·•,11u1h :·,1,\1," .11,,I 

\1,L'l l,wu ,:i •!tt"· I 1,ie,r \'1, \, 1111 ,t. ,u, ... ,•11.1h", 111•· ,,.,tt• 1.t t>I ,. :.u,,,· 1!" ht"'" ,t 

1f , ,t,, , 1 n, u»l, &!.,in"' \\",t, .,h. .. J,a·, tu Jt ot ,' 1• .. 1C1\ ,. lltt 11'- A•·111- 111 " ... ,I• ,, , • 11 

Moving an Object on the relative l/X Axis 

·"·I,-. t tJu• I l,,111,,.11.tl l'l.tn, 1, .. ,I 

:-.tn,,• cftt· 11lfllt•.t' '"''°'''I tn ••••· 1•1· v,, .. ,v h,1!11 '""'II, ••.. IHI t'-'' 

l..11th11t, .tud ,li .tl: t1w ,.It;,, 1 ,., .tu w,,,.,1 ,,. l,•h,11;•J1t uu•tr, • 

,, .... ,., •• \\.ti' t'A •\1' ,. ....... . , .. ,u�! Ul 1t1i.tf11J,II\ l,;.U)I' 1h.,1 • uut,,•. • �,, •li dto• ,.., ,,., .. • 

ti,,, .u,t, .u cl ••\\·.,\ to nl v, ,.t tit I ,1 t , •• I• '1 1I •· 11111\'111r,11 .tnd \\ l,.,1 \'•-. J , .,, 1 , L 

\Atlh •l,�• JS, 11.f �H' tJ J'l.11)1 J,1,.&. 1tnl II\ ti l1t 1'ilf• i"• fl:\)'"\"-, 

Rotating an Object on the 

relative X Axis 

�·-· 
� 

�-t,•, I ti•·· X l<t ,f.ltt:Ut 

,,.,( 
,\10\'•' llte tft'•U'I" 

p UUlt'l UJ dw 'J41p 

\lw\\• 1..-.!,I rlow11 tlui 

mon•...t· tNUJrm, .tu,t 

,lr.•1� 11..- _.,.,. • .._.. ia .tn 

tl(\.1tl-t\"-H Jl)t,1)1..1U 
·:,�· d\1'IJ v-dl 11 1'.U• 

.1, •HJ: dM tf·l.1,t1\1• '. 

.,, .. ''"'' ......... ". 

,n,-,)( J•,..h, th•· 

11111 UI-< rU '• ,,l• wo, 

t•°:.1IH• 11 dl•.' \•t- ,, 

U« tht X ll•l•hon I ,,.,1 IQ rol>lc �r 
nbJ•:U tr1w;,rr1-: n, ,lW.lV ,rl.tt1rit ta me 

y1rw yn:t :ut v.rnl1nt; m 

•• , •• , .... 11�·111 10 ( "" ., ft• f h ,t ii• ,,., \ • U I ••! tit- f ,, Ii,! \ • '" • .,,, 

.111 ° . .-:, tl.,· �: ,-\\I" ,:,,:.11 .. ,1, ,. ,,I 1'11, u.- I J t ,Mft.,,·,�· ·.·,,•\\' 

• • • • • 

I•''""' I fCJ11l,li,1J: II,;,,,,,, .. .,,,,, .. , 

Figure 31. Third Page of the Revised Tutorial 

,.,,>,:_•· ., 
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�li,g a, Objeot"' '"" relali,o Y A,� 

�-1,·, I d,1• Y ltot1h1.111 "fo,! 

,'An\.·,• 1'11"" muu-.c P'NIIH'I II I l!,c• lup \'tt"'\\' IK1KI ,tt,,,•a lht• u, ,,,..,. 
l,t,lhm. andd;;,v.d,c._• lll"•U'(' m.t k-fl/111:hr mnt,.111,. Ii•• • .,,, ... , \\1II 
10(!.th' .il1n11: th,• 1dJl1\t' Y AX\..._ ( ;,•: .,. ft"4 I fut 1lN· ruo,·•·1111·rtz .u,,I 
wlL1t you <':In ,lo wah ,J...,, Y t<,t1.unm Ju,J, .1,�l 11v ,t "' ,Mt,·,\ 111 
\.'ww, 

Rotating an Object on tile relative Z Axis 

�-h'\.\ 1fw Z kol.11..._,,, ·tu,.,I 

M11v1• IIK.· muu:.t· p111a11l't u, t!1t· Top Vi,:w. lu1lll duwu dw· m, 114,,.,. 

l,uiu,u. ,ulll Uli1\'t' th,, 1,>hJ<'rt .n :a rtr.hv'le·h 11ttA,ou 'l11t.· ,.J -,"(• 
\Vl!l u.i.1t,c ;;,lt,11}! lhc ll.i.uivr Z J\.ll'· (;c.1 :a ll>t•f ,,., rlw rn•,v1.'1l)'"UI 
;,u,J wh.H )'1•U c.:-11 do ""'ifh tlH."' '/ nt�.u",:1 luol, ;nlll ti}' ii 111 
,t.il,·,�nt V1,··w:-•. 

Moving and rotating an Object around a face 

fnhr11 J > :lUo,\.�, )"'"' to et,n�r.1,1' :ut oh1.a,c1 t" 

n• r-.'t�lllll.'.e1c uul\· ,d<nt;! :111 h1s;:1):ina1y .-a.fa 

1><1p,-, .. , .. 111:!, tu �ny ,,f rh,• r:rrc-., ,-., IIM· .�,re.I 

1, ., 1111 1,1,• "":111,pl._· w,ll hdp )'"" ,•hr.,:1h"' 

,,,.., 

111 

:-.t·lt� 1 rite· \',•n,1,1! l'l:111<· 1', K.J 

-.-1", rh..- nil><· 111 IIK· C'.a111t-r.1 Vw·w 

I lof,1 down the.· '1 IWf' k�·)· .111<1 di< k 

.,nd tlr.tJ? (•ti., f,H•· uf (I.,.• t nl,,.•-. 
f.l,uk1111: I•» 111 ., ldtlri);ltt 1111i1t111. 

• • • • • 

,� ... ,. ,,, /,r/i,,J I I I ut,n·ut/ 

Figure 32. Fourth Page of the Re\'ised Tutorial 
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!• Juu I, .,hn .,U1,w, ,,. '" ,. , • , 111· .. h.ua ti )t• tt 4,1:t- •u, < .u,, ii •r'#, 1,, ,,1t,tf11'J! .. ,11•M11!d' 

.�t!\' !.t,'•" !Ju-.. ,v,U 11:u\\ v, .. , ,,, ,,it.•w .tu 4,f,,.,, If,, ,Ut\' ;1,i;�f,, �""* \\1i,h 

\d 1'i1 lh�· :-,, fnb al,A,'1t<tH 'lf,11 
\c:lc.•t1 tlk', ul�· n, th,•< �uut'l.4 Vn·w 

llolll ,luwu 111<' �IIIIT 1:,-y .11�1, :u k .111,I ,lr,1\ ,�, 1!1<· 1,1"' 111 lh,· 
c111 11:·:, hlmkutJ!, ._,x in�· "l"'clo,, ... , ntnuou 

scaling an Object 

lk rltt• Uui/<"MIII :-i<o1'in1: Tool lo m�k,· :in ,�.,.,1 l,U)�Y OI' �m.1!1<-r. II l' 1111r•111.11,: 
to 11n<k'tl'l,111<I tfi;,t you ch.,n/;t' Ill<' �,11��• s1;,,• ol •r• ,.,,,._.r1 w11h 1h1< 1001. 'lltt< t< 
wty dJT,·n·nt fmm 111<wi11>( !11<• t�1111cr:1 1,, urakt· ;m ,�,j<.'<.I d,,,...., or (.111!..-1 :,w.a)· 
'Jlti, nJnc-111•p1 w1ll lK.-.·•a,1w •·k..� . .u,•1 wlk·u we dbc.tJ�� tht 1 C :aux.•,., in blt•t k·� .. -.CHI.� 

:-...·k"<1 tlw lhufunu �'i<-:1h� 'l("'-' 
M,,,v,· ah,·"'""·"' J1<�111,·t 10 Ilk' Top v., .. , .on,!, Ii, I. ,11-..l ,lr.11: oa 
tlx- ,ulx·. Mn,"11' 1hc• Uh)lt,-.,• ttl ., ldtln,�hl 1nnhun 

Use the Unilorm Scale 1110110 Jml 
propor1ion•lcly resin: an ob1ecl. 

� 

• • • • • 

•.... " , .. 

Figure 33. Fifth Page of the Revised Tutorial 

N1t1ur, tl,.11 ;l, you ntt1Vt· clw 111n1L".f\ 1tu· :,,i-,.1· 
Ill t!k' <�>j<'1 rf1;1n1:,�. 1:c'! :I kd 1,.- lh<' 
u�,,·t:tllf..'!11 ;,ud wh.'\, )'\.�' tflft tlu Witt. tJw 
tluifuuu �:,I<* To� You t�u, fl� 1hi·, t,11d in 
,ih,•, V11'""" ho1 ,1 w,11 �lw,iy, h�v,· du• ,:iu:,·
t�lc',1, "''"°'' ll ,,,:.,I,·:, ll1t· 0!�1'\1 II:<· >,llllt" 
011n•,un1 i:1 all 1lhl:t 1:oth 

., .... ,,,
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, 

;cii�ing & Stretching an object
/ C>h••o '!'"""' \Vt11 wattl 10 •t :,It· ;tu ol '1t'1'1 su only fttu· dut·t lt\'t't. Jlw : .. Ju.,:•!•.'. :;1u·1, t, 

·1·,x,I _.tk,w• .. )·•>u • h.m,:r· sltt• d,a,.·u:.tnn·. ,.ftl�· tJt,c., f 1!ul,·1l('01l1•111ly of 1t,-• 

ttui!nutt�Jk 

:,.,1,·o1 tlu- :.<pa.\!, II. :>11t1d1 ·,.,.,1 

Move 1tx..· IIK,..l'tt' pom:,;r to clw 

�
�

( �m acr,l Vic\"• :,u" I c hck :u1• I t.11;tg un 
.11w (.,u: ol rlw 111lx·. M,,v.: 1lu- utt,11><: 
HI :a ldt/riJ:h1 f!totiufl NOIJ/"(' lh .. ·u tlac 
()l�\'t wm only ,�n,,v/�utn� �,tt4\/: tht� 
I.ca· e1' lht· ol )f'\."t.1 )'OU �·lrclt·tl 

Manipulating Other Primitives 

\'uu t':.ln n1.uu1 .. 1l;11t.• iJUY ,it Che odllC'f tiv,• primi11,•t .. , 111 lhc• ,une 1u.ontc·1 dt·!.t 11l'k·d 

1111hl' M:'<ti ou -;._-1,, I anudu•c p1imit1vc-. pl.o,·,· II Ill thl' �I l Wo,ld. ,,.,.1 l11lh•w lh•· 

,!q<- yuu j,•'11 �·.ur,-.1. 

Building A Model 

"'·"' t>\· • It ,.,.n,�; th·�·, tuu-111 felt• u•.h,1: tlw f .1.c �'-J-. ..,ouuu.u,, l ft, ..,11 
1lw l U.l: UK.'Jt'' h••,u t";o\ .�lVf• 11 ti you \V1'>h, 1101 Tltt• hit· w11I uni 
h· thrd ,tJt,m,1 ,uul tlu-o -..•k,.1 t\1.\V fu•u• •lu· I lU· 1llo"IIU 

11-.-,111•· "ill,,.,..,·",, ... 1.,1�,-,.,p ,,,. ,1..- 1.,hk ,,..,,. r

• • • • • 

ltt/iul I J 1'111,,, •. ;,,1 

Figure 34. Sixth Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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Sizing tfle Table Top 

lu �h�. -., .. tt,,u. \••II w,111,.uu lro\\' !J,*t' Jiu , ul,c• uo 1b· : .. U"C'U '" tl \\ti! lu,� lt"'-e ,1 

I".:,� to:• l*t :I, p\\ ,r,.• 11\'.IJtl-• t:1111. ',.,,�,m ,I lu•lt H\'• 

:-,di-.11lw(uh-.·. 

:-..·�x1 IIM· < 11\11'< ·1 INI •) ...... .,um! :u 11..- Ml>! IEI. 111<'1111 

Afl,·r �'"'·•·I<-,! C nlll er INI< ), 111<• • 11'1'-.1 111!0111-,1�"' (1.,1,'f! 
'"'" will :11'1''",ll 'lhi'- 1.,, ;11J11w;, ''"' ,,, ,1,IJII'-' ;ill 1<11:lnM'\t'" •" 

,, ... ·''l''' 

l!t1t('t tlu- h,H,,w1111� ��·Ut1I)-!'- ,, , , 1•·.11,· :ltt· 1.111l1.• 1tt1, 

• •;.1 th(• x. \'. :1ud '/ Pn,itinu v;,hw.•. lo 1,·1"1, (U) 

• :;.1 tlw l\, "· ,It> I"/. Ro1.a1ion --�""·'·' 1 .. 7<'1H WI. 

• :--1 ,..,. x
f 

Y •• uttl Z I >tuM•.Jl'-l'ICI \.i:.ilu,� :t� (oU.ow,: 

X • HI. Y - {O, l • II.I. 

• �,,,., th•· t tndor,n � alt· v.,hu- I•, 1.2. 

Cli,,-J,. C'>K rt •U h,1\''* 1)11w f1;u,,· rl1o1:, uu,·,t clinw11'\:-t,f\-. f1n :I t.1hk· 
l••p. 

!!!J.:!...!.'!!.'..:mallffll 

Enlcr Iha v�lucs above In 

lhosc value boxes. 

.,._�"'-lr,tlo .. 

1. __ ..1--_:_ _ _.;_;==

Figure 35. Seventh Page of the Revised Tutorial 

'"""Wuifiii] 

��,) � 

Aller (litki11g OK, you1 lablr. 
lo� should look like 111,1. 
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·11,� .... , .• u,111 will <·�pl:.aiu 1,,,w t•t �n.·.1h· 1h .... hr:.r S.·�: ,,., CIK· tll\l,·. 1·,.tJ,.w tlw 

m,'\fn,c htm, tJ1t1l,,t1•,J l•: n.,· 
---

tf:b:1-. 
t!!J 

:-..•lt�1 :1 �yln�:1·; fr,,ui ih,• \ lE�c�t P1itnU1\'\"• ;-,,,1ion ol tht.· 
Tu,,ll,o�. 

Mon• 1fw mutt",(" polnu·i rn 1hc 1'up \'w,v :uxi pbet· tht· t yfinc.k., 
m thl· 11p1><·r h·h l.irnl ,.,11�:, ,�·llr<.· 1,,,, Yi,·w. 

x-k-.1 Ol�/1·.<:1 JNJ () tu,m :I"• .\l<ll>El.11u-u11 :u,d 1lw 01,,.,1 
h1lot11r.:uiou 1li.1J.,,: IJt.,X w,H ll',tpj)it"'.tr. 

l'J1t, .. , the:- ful!"wmJ! �.,1ri11t�; It• ._n-;1t,· ihc t:,hk: kl; 

• &1 1lre X. 'I', ,of;(I l l'u,.r:_w,n v:,lu,-: .\.� lollow�: 

X • -I.',. '( • /. �. Z • -.HI 

• :-..·t llu- X, 'I', ,ln:I Z · Rotation v:dUL'!, '" 10:lfl (0). 

• �:I llw X, 'i', .111d /. I >111..-mio>11 -r.1l11&::, ;t., follow,: 

x�n5,Y•O,';,'/.• �II 

!><•h 1 , >K ·111,· hr',( uhk, k·1: " nnw 111 fl<)';II ,on on II K' 1.1hlc: In 
Ille• l'k'):t �"'1 llt)(J. )'1J11 \V1fl 
l,:;11 n t-. �v to ne.uc dat· 

Enlcr Ille uluu �bovc in 
these nlue bores 

[ __

.. fUll#:fc�l,l�dN _ J 

;��t]f"i 
I 

Aller crtctin9 OK, your 
table should loot like thi� . 

• • • 

Figure 36. Eigth Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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u ,u,01111 }UMl"., I.JJ:UU 

(Jl •u•-.ttlN•t I 
UN•\fto-" --

oo..•:f •1•,....,_;~ 
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CreaUng the Remaini11g T.1b/e Legs 

'lht-' "11111, u1 wiU ,·,pl.nu ho\\-' lo, 1t·.,1,• .to J pt•,,. tltt• u·1u.onttt;� t1u,._. �·,:·. ,,., 1i11• 

1;,ht,· 

•u, 

.. , 

St·:.C.·< I lht· V1.·11i..:1I l'l:tn,• Tc11,I h•MII lht· 'f,,c,u.,�. 

M11\-.• •ht: Utc)U·:t• pt)illtl'f Cud�· I-lout Vk·w ;uni d k �K 011 the• l:thlc• 
lc•J: <iht• ,l1�1•,1 ,,�II h:u,1: i,, �1, .. w 11t.,r o1 l•ts ( ,.,.,. :,d,·,1,-.I ) 

,;,. ,., tlu• M()l>EL 111<·1111 .md ,�·l,,1111 '1'1.11 1111 

U( 11'1 ft:A'll� ullu� )"JU to' u·�•h.· an CX.1<1 ,·, 'PY .,r tlk.' :-....-i, ... ·ll·,1 nl9t''t 1 '" 1lu, ( .1"('· 

yrn, Mil 11,:1J..c J duphrnl,• ol II•· 1:ohll- lq; )'OIi it•�, m,r.•,I 

• 

i\lt•'I' you �:k:<.1 lllJl'IJ(;..\'11:, �" idc1�1<�1l r;,J,l,· I,·,: will �I�"-·" 
n•·xt 111 II� 111>-1 1:01 >le· '"I:· 

TIK." ::.-.�10<1 tahk lq: �huukl I re hl,nkin,:. inoli, .11i11>1 IIW It ;, 
l'4i,�1�..t If 1111,t, mo"' 1,1 ti><· """'' v.,.,.. ,11><!, I,.� "",Ii.:,,.,, uiwl 
i..hlc k,:. 

�l,•<1 ( >IIJECr INFO h••u 111<• Ml llll'l. 11"-'llll .11MI 1lw • >h�·.i 
l11fumtllion ch:1101: I).,� will ,..-.,ppo .. \1t. 

l'.zllt'f d1<• fol� 1w11,:: ��1101�' IOI pcu ,. lilt'-"'' 01PI 1,ololt- It•/: 

• l.1.::tVt·� Rotation ;uul l>IIIH'US.tttlf lb"-· .... ,nw 

• S..1 tin: X. \', .m,1 Z l\o:,�K•n v,,1,,. •• , :i, h�I"""• 

X•2'i.Y-!'i,/. -Hi 

w 'f'o ,\n":lh' ,.,.J; thH-..\ n_.--wt• h) tl11:· hunt Vh"•V arnJ (,I at a.� htJ-1 
:,d�"'R'<I �lr,�hlyl ,,.,(.-1 l<-i: IWI' ld•·I; <>ti it :111,I If wdl lthnl..) 

(;o lo tlw Mr JI Iii!. rn,•1111 ,.,,., ,.,i..._1 1)1 il'IJC :•;11, 

An 1<l,t1t11.il k1: will .11-;><'Jf twxt ht h·1: '"" • ,., '" 1h,· \Ir 1111'1 
11•·1111 :i,:.,111, tlwo ,:.·�·, 1 < 1t;U:i .1· INI� I .11111 rl•· • >I ,;,, t liol•nm,, 
hot1 llLl� ',t l�t, wdl r,·.tp1)1•,1r 

• • • • 

Figure 37. Ninth Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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t n•, IO•· l•,1'ttw11�:: •,.11,w:• C,• 1.J..h• ll tt t!t,ul r.-1,,,. k-,� 

• � ... ,�.·4: >tto'JfJ,•;•, tt uul t1111wo.:•11tth•·•.u1tt• 

� •. ,, .. u th1· -..c, !'• ,.tutu,..•d ,laiu\,· lu, u•.1h th,· h,n,tlt r,tl�.- I,�· 

I llh'I ..... lull, 0\ u,:� ···lltu��-- I•• pl.Ht ch,• r, ,. ... ,. t 1IW, lt -1: 

• I,•.,\• ( h"-·n .,1111u .Ukl :-w.,liui� tlw ·�m•· 

• •,.1 �Ill""·\ .111..I / l'tt'1tU11a \Jh ...... , ,, •• f1 ,ll,1•.,\•. 

,.._, / I ii 

,.t ,11 \.h•,u!,t ,r. •\\ h.n c· a ,�1:lk· ,, 1th 101 11 Jc.,:., th,u &.• 4', fd,,. ch,• f"'11u11• •J 1r.,u1 

·-·1,,h 

Locking The Model 

Your lin,shcd 

fable Sl!outd loul 

like lhts. 

\\',t<·:1 ,t ,.111•·n11, J,uiltt .. , t.tl,r,. ,.,.. «u �I,,· ,,,•.11t·:-H>· t.tl·,lt· '''1' ·''"' ,1 _.
. k;:._ 

·.-pu.t1t·ly ,uiald�-ul.\•J, .. ,� 1he,ntt,;:,t1l1v1 ,,,:h 11.u• .. n, ::h ,c• l<y f.,,1t•rnu,:�1 .. ,u 

f••;!--11u-t. lw •'1 o,• 11111,·. �J,q• ;,.,1h 1Ut1, ufw u•,,·,1hl1• "' l\t't J 11'.o w,w,'1 I •U ,,p11I .,, 

11 , .• �fllt\t1l .ut nwf l;•luu It \!l�1..., \"•H ., -.i,,;el.u .t}tltr,· '"'" tfw I•� J. t'u,1 11� 

I.•, I. ft11.l .,tl.i"• \(.SI f,, I .• ,,•\ tJ1t· t11,,.., 1:- ul alw ott�ld Ju!,:t·tlo·t •o d1.11 ,,f.,. •o !11h 

flt,1•\·•• 1Uu 1.I ""' 1-lu,-.', ,Ir lht' f,,.;.,•d,i..•10••,at•.1•�1.t C•i:-••'11t•t U11 fh ·J
1
• \ttf 

..... ,, •. UhltH,(1 ,1 ,,. t ,. II t ttottt-11f,•-.: ltltt,!t' .u11t .ifU1 ·hh•", ,,,, ''""'' '• ... u••d: ;' 

.•r,d t •?llm;! llt•·fll \\i•hol IJa• ,1 I \\ud•r 

• • • • • 

Figure 38. Tenth Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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• 

• .. J . .,. • tlh · V,·t· H .,I l"!.ut,· ·,��,I lt,,tll •ht· l•1til1• •'\ 

�t •\'•- ·!-· UN11t•,· I' ou1,·1 .. , lht•' .. ltt ,., t Vk'W .u ... 1 • .. -w .. ' ., 1.1l1h· 

t•·;! 

tr y,iu let\•· rudtlth· •.,•I,·, 1i11)! a 1.1h1t k;� lt-t, .ttt.'-t' ,,dws u!t,c,,, .u,• 
,11 rh,· w.,�· .... ,. ,1 ... ·.mn:1 (11111'\:J' Hlf'!llt it•·tn '" ,,,.. M• tilt.I 
••"·uu 

1\11 -'>"4' ,lw :i.c,u•-4.• 110:ur,·, l>..t<. t h• rite< :1c,H'1�, Vlt,'\\• .u�I �-�,·.-1 1lw· 
1.1blc• h,p, N'\ •h: th.�t Y"·�, 11,u'-t ,;.--ki1 :t p.1r1 11( tl.c\ t:thk· lop th.at 
1,.k -.�, not h:,1\W tlu• n•!t4< h·d t,1hk lt-J: \V1t!i:n 1:. J! �,,u \Ck, I tlw 

tHIJ')IU1 c.,ht,• lc:J,,� dw M.u. i11HJ..•.h \Viii l�'t.�l' .:1t you ( h111i 1.· yuu d,,�k 
uu tlw 1.,hl,• 1t1p. :• lnw :.h,)(t.;, fc,Nu the· lrJ� 10th•.· uhlc lop ;uW 
,ti.\.:tJ-t" .. ,." ThL·, u1,lw.•t,":\ 1h:u tht· fW•t ul,at•<1.•, h.1Vt· IK·t·u lud<t-iJ 
11,g,1li<·r. 

lt,,1,J ,S,i iwu dk· �1u, ... · hu 1,, ,. ....... k .. ·J 1h,· V,•tt111i .II l'L11M· T,ll,J 
Mu\••• f a .ts k tu tlw ( ..: 11nc·1-;1 V,t.•w :1tul .• .. t'lt"( 1 ;1 M."'1 nrnl aahk hi�, 't 
11v• Iii<• 'l·.JJ·.•.:l < HyFCT nSt·r111 1:,·111111111<• MC )I )l·.I. tllt,'tlll. 

• • • • 

Alie• �·•eciit1g � leg, caocm� lhe Lod Tool 
,llld chck an lhe 1ablc lop 1.n lock Jhc leg to 
the 1011. Yo� wlll see a tio-1111• sl,001 tu,,n 
lbc Clrild objct1 to lhc Parc11t obJcct 

Figure 39. Eleventh Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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Vou nn J1,1Atl down th,• �-J\..atl" h.n :111)'C11u,· to u."4,: dN.· v.,,it.11 l'J,uu· ,uul H-..·k:-.1·,iH): 

tl1t• '•JLut· t ... u w,11 u--,,cua· yuu ,,, 11..- (U("\';.,.,,1v 1--c·I•-, 1,.._.1,.,.,1 

NOTE 

tt,�,-:t;,• 111<: �,,.,,.. 1..,r :111,11h,· lt><.:C. t<M>I w,11 I,· 11�,1,.._1e�1 ;,.,i.-.1 
:tw tahk: l''l"'I�"" 1<111111.. 1h,· "'°''""I lq: :uK.l 11•· 1:d,/,· c,,,,. 

l<q><."AI !11<· :.lcp �1,0.....- uolil ;,II 1h,· 1:thk• k,:,. �..- li11k,�I w,1h the 
u,l,l,• tup. 

·i., W\I I!�: lock, sck"<• the V,·itic,l M.11w 'l'ool. -"'""' 1111• 1111�:!tt! 
s,uiut,·t 1,, th<." Top Vu,-w, t I';( k .,n Ilic t1hk.• tttp �uul ,lr-*J! 11� 
mr,u"'· ,n �,1111>1,hwn n•�iuo. If \Vhok i.,hk r, l<x.k,..,l 1<1;:•·tlw1, 
• will 11><JV1• "-' one ,l,;,, t H the ,J,;.. ... , � 1•W cunp!,1rly lo, k,.._1, 
..,,._. o: 111<m· J>:l�S w,II I><· kit lx:loux1 wocn y<•t .m,:rnp! ,., ll'IHW 
llK· tthk 

If Y,'1\1 lry tr, clr.,1,: ouc oftll<, l3hk: l<:w, 1t ..,_..iJ ,..:r,u:ur (r,,1111l1<· ,.._._. ofthr 1.ohte. 

lhl< ,��" '"" 11,c-:111 lloJI 1111.• lu<.k w.i:. 1ici1 :-1"''-�,.Jul. J,•-.1 :,·. �, .up,·1dc:i ha:, 11>.111)' 
W�'f' of �anofll: 1,.i1t:, 101�1h1.-r (11,1tl� •. ',('f<'W�. :mJ 1:ltwJ lnfou l> I""''""-"'\"" wah 

m:any <lilfr:n·nt IYll<e"' of lurk.-<. A mrno:, J.•t,lik<l ,:xpb"'1rox1 of wlr:.1 11,,-,...· !o.'k., �,... 

;ul!I whr >""' 1.·�n move 1loc 1:,hk· k,�· ,.,..par:,1dy 1 .. 11 '"� tl1<.· t.ol�r top \\·JI ·•l>l'".".11 

111 11,c• 11.-..·o ',, t,L11111Jt. 

• • • • • 

l'•IJ�•• IX Ju/lui I> 1i,lm illl 

Figure 40. Twelfth Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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Saving The Model 

AJ1,:, ,,,u, f\',\lf.• ;1 nvtc.l,,..·J, �·ou w,U \v.,,,1 r, .. :-,..u·, ,t h,1:,,w d1,• tihl'Utt1I·'''. ,,uth:w,1 
ll<.-ftt\\ h, ,.,\,• rt J, tuoc'4•1 \uu t H·.,h ti,,, ,t.1• ......... ,ou. 

�,,.:I,·, 1 alw HU� 1rn·nu 
M St'"" t �·A Vt� and ilk· S::t\•f• I >1.,lui: ""'·,11 JI'{ 111·.u 

• 

Fnw1 .1 u.•n•· lo, tlu." Hit· .'IH h :1:0,. 1':thk- 01 T..thkJ or Jny n.rnw 
clut h;r, �i1,1ilic.m.__.,. tu )'\UI 

:-,�,� r :,,\ Vi, Wlt<�l you :1r<• l\•J,I)' ;111,I ti,,. hi,· w,11 ho· """�I 

• • • 

� tntn1d•,c U11n 
f"I tr:ano t 
P lri,011 2. 
, I r�\!Hl .S 
"'\ l�:i41>0 1 
•• l f."$\011 � 

( !,t•:·:�-) 

�--) 

NcmP. 1111\ t.tl'nr: ( -�i1t1rJ
�--� --_·-___ ·---'1 �'!!·�)

Use lhc Save OiilOg to S3YC your $CCIII! lile ID disk • 

• 

Figure 41. Thirteenth Page of the Revised Tutorial 
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INFORMATION LETTER 

Dear Participant: 

I am a graduate student under the direction of Professor Michael Kroelinger in the 

College of Architecture and Environmental Design at Arizona State University. I am 

conducting a pilot study entitled Human/Computer Interaction. The purpose of the 

research is to study human/computer interaction. Your will not be e�pected to perfonn 

any tasks that go beyond what is expected of a typical computer user (Using a mouse to 

interact with the screen). 

Your participation will involve completing the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. ( the 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator will be recorded only by your participant number). Then 

you will be asked to complete a survey recorded only by your participant number. 

Finally, you will be asked to complete exercises on the computer. The entire process is 

expected to take 2 hours. The participant numbers are only used to link the Myers

Briggs Type Indicator, survey and computer exercises. 

Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate or lo 

withdraw from the study at any time, it will not affect your grade or compensation. The 

results of the research study may be published, but your name will not be recorded or 

used. You will be known only by your participant number. Also a video camera will be 

set up to record the computer screen. You will not be videotaped, only your interaction 

with the computer screen and your voice. There are not right or wrong answers or time 

limit, we are only concerned with your interaction with the exercises. 

If you have any questions concerning the research study, please leave a message for 

Wendelin Geberth in t11e Design office: (602) 965Al35. 

Sincerely, 

Wendelin Geberth 



PROCEDURE FOR PILOT GROUP 

1. Bring the participant into the testing room.

2. Ask the participant to take a seat.

3. Hand the participant a copy of the Infonnation Sheet and read it aloud.

Information Letter 

Dear Participant: 
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I am a graduate student under the direction of Professor Michael Kroelinger in the 

College of Architecture and Environmental Design at Arizona State University. I am 

conducting a pilot study entitle,d Human/Computer Interaction. The purpose of the 

research is to study human/computer interaction. You will not be expected to perform 

any tasks that go beyond what is expected of a typical computer user (Using a mouse to 

interact with the screen). 

Your participation will involve completing a test. ( the test will be recorded only by 

your participant number). Then you will be asked to complete a survey recorded only 

by your participant number. Finally, you will be asked to complete exercises on the 

computer. The entire process is expected to take 2 hours. The participant numbers are 

only used to link the test. survey and computer exercises. 

Your participation in this study is rnluntar y. If you choose not to participate or to 

withdraw from the study al any time. it will not affect your grade or compensation. The 

results of the research study may be published, but your name will not be recorded or 

used. You will be known only by your participant number. Also a video camera will be 

set up to record the computer scrcca You will not be recorded, only your interaction 

with the computer screen and your \'Oice. There arc not right or wrong answers or time 

limit, we are only concerned with your interaction with the exercises. 

If you have any questions conceming the research study. please leave a message for 

Wendelin Geberth in the Design office: (602) %5-4135 . 

..a.. Ask for questions concerning the study. 

5. Distribute the Computer Opinion Survey and a pencil. then read the instructions. 
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Instructions for Computer Opinion Survey 

This is a two sided test. Please answer alJ of the questions on the first side of the test 

before continuing to the second side. Please mark all answers on the answer sheet. Please 

do not mark any of your answers on the question sheet. Use the pencil that you were 

gi\'en, make hea\'y black marks that fill the circle completely, erase cleanly any answer 

you wish to change, and make no stray marks on the answer sheet. This is simply a 

computer opinion survey, there arc no right or wrong answers. Please do not think too

long about any one answer. 

Do you have any questions? 

Please begin and tell me when you are finished. 

6. When the participant is finished, collect the survey and place it in the folder of testing

materials for that participant. 

7. Distribute the Myers Briggs Type Indicator and a sharpened pencil, then read the

instructions.

Instructions for the Mvers-Briggs Tvpe lndicator 

There arc no "right" or "wrong"' an�wers to these questions. Your answers will help 

show how you like to look at things and how you like to go about deciding things. 

Read each question carefully and indicate your answer by making an "X .. in the 

appropriate box next lo the response you select. Do not lb.ink too long about any 

question. If you cannot decide how lo answer a quc.�tion, skip it, and return later. If you 

make a mistake, do not erase (because there is carbon paper between the sheets of the 

test) instead, blacken in the box. marked in error. 

Please turn the booklet O\'Cr and begin answering questions, there is no time limit, 

please tell me when you arc finished. 

8. \Vhen the participant is finished, collect the type indicator and place it in the folder of

testing materials for that partkipant.

9. Direct the participant into the computer testing room and seat them at the computer.
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10. TURN ON THE VIDEO CAMERA!!!1!

11. E,xplain the requirements for the verbal protocol analysis.

Verbal Protocol Analvsis 

Today you will be asked to complete part of a tutorial for the computer program 

lnfini-D. It is a three-dimensional modeling program. You must read all instructions and 

directions aloud. Also, you must "think" aloud. Do not worry about differentiating 

between instructions and thoughts. Say whatever enters your mind while you are working 

on the tutorial, even if it is a thought like, "I am hungry, or this chair is uncomfortable." 

Do not worry about censoring what you say. 

Please do not mark or alter the tutorial booklet in any way. I will remain in the room 

to remind you to verbalize any thoughts and actions. Please do not ask me any que.stions 

about the computer program because I cannot answer questions once the session has 

begun. There is no time limit When you are done, please tell me. 

Do you have any questions? 

Please begin the tutorial and read and tbink aloud while working. 

12. When the participant is finished, di tribute the final questionnaire and read the

instructions.

Directions for the Questionnaire 

Please fill out this questionnaire and tell me when you arc finished. 

13. When the participant is finished. collect the questionnaire and place it in the folder of

testing materials for that participant.

14. Thank the participant and pay them.
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Participant# ___ _ 

What is your current major? _____________________ _ 

What tasks do you use a computer for? 
CJ never used a computer 
0 use a computer only for word processing 
0 use a computer only for drafting or 3-D modeling 
0 use a computer only for desktop publishing 
0 use a computer only for spread sheets and accounting 

use a computer for multiple uses (check all that apply) 
0 word processing 
0 3-D modeling
0 desktop publishing 
0 spread sheets and accounting 

List the names of the computer programs that you use at least once a month? 
0 none 
0 word processing: _____________________ _ 
0 3-D modeling: _____________________ _
CJ desktop publishing: ____________________ _ 
D spread sheets and accounting: _________________ _ 
D Other: _________________________ _ 

How long have you been using a computer. 
CJ0-6 months 06 months-I year CJ 1 year 02 years 03 years 04 years 
CJ5+ years 

How comfortable did you feel whiJe completing this tutorial? 
0 very uncomfortable 
0 uncomfortable 
0 comfortable 
D very comfortable 

What do you feel is the difficulty level of this tutorial? 
D Yery difficult 
0 difficult 
0 easy 
CJ very easy 




